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Derelict to Dynamic: 

Examining Socioecological Productivity of Underutilized/Abandoned Industrial 

Infrastructure, and Application in Baltimore, Maryland     

Joseph Michael Niland  

ABSTRACT 

With over 16,500 documented vacant commercial and residential units, roughly 20 miles 

of abandoned rail lines, a historic loss of approximately 330,000 residents, millions of gallons of 

annual surface water sewage discharges, and a decade-long failed water quality consent decree - 

Baltimore, Maryland lies at a crux of chronic challenges plaguing America’s formerly most 

economically and industrially powerful cities (Open Baltimore GIS [Vacancies Shapefile], 2017; 

“Harbor Water Alert” Blue Water Baltimore, 2017).   

Impending environmental threats in the “Anthropocene” (Crutzen, 2004) and increased 

attention to societal injustices warrant heightened inclusivity of social and natural urban 

functions.  Socioecological inequities are often highly conspicuous in declining post-industrial 

American cities such as Baltimore.  Chronic social, economic, and environmental perturbations 

have rendered some of once critical American infrastructure outdated, underutilized, and/or 

abandoned.  Rivers, forests, rail corridors, as well as residential and industrial building stock are 

in significantly less demand than when America’s industrial age shaped urban landscapes in the 

late nineteenth/early twentieth centuries.  Compounded by insensitive traditional urban 

development, these phenomena jeopardize urban social and ecological function.   

This thesis is an examination of contemporary urban ecology concepts as a systemic 

approach for revitalizing socially and ecologically marginalized urban areas, with an application 

in West Baltimore, Maryland neighborhoods.  Through an examination of socioecological 

dilemmas and root causes, a conceptual procedure for urban blight mitigation along the Gwynns 



 

 

 

Falls corridor is proposed.  Adopting an urban green infrastructure plan offers comprehensive 

alternative solutions for West Baltimore’s contemporary challenges.   

Master plans are proposed for the Shipley Hill, Carrollton Scott, and Mill Hill 

neighborhoods in West Baltimore.  Site scale socioecological connections are suggested for the 

Shipley Hill neighborhood with contextual linkages in the surrounding neighborhoods.  

Additionally, policy considerations are explored for revitalizing Baltimore’s most vulnerable 

landscapes.  By transforming derelict industrial infrastructure to dynamic socioecological 

patches and corridors, this work aims to enhance socioecological equity and connectivity. 

Negative aspects of Baltimore’s contemporary urban condition such as blight, high 

vacancy rates, ecological damage, population decline, and other symptoms of shrinking cities are 

deeply rooted in a complex evolution of social, environmental, and economic management.  

Current challenges facing Baltimore can be directly linked to a long history, specifically 

including industrialization and systematic segregation of neighborhoods.  As the United States 

entered a period of stability following the industrial revolution, domestic manufacturing 

dwindled, causing a once strong workforce population to leave industrial mega-cities such as 

Baltimore.  This population exodus left behind prior workforce housing and industrial 

infrastructure, much of which now nonessential to Baltimore’s contemporary urban functions.   

Housing vacancies and abandoned infrastructure are most noticeable in Baltimore’s 

predominately minority neighborhoods.  Historically marginalized by systematic segregation 

tactics, “redlined” neighborhoods largely continue to lack sufficient social and economic capital 

for adaptation to a transformative new era in Baltimore’s history.  Disparities in these minority 

neighborhoods have shown lasting consequences and continue to suffer from financial, social, 

and ecological neglect. 



 

 

 

However, progressive urban planning processes pose significant opportunity for equitable 

inclusion of historically marginalized urban communities through the introduction of green 

infrastructure.  Because socioecological disparities in Baltimore are incredibly complex, an 

equally complex solution is necessary to adequately alleviate symptoms of declining cities.  

Although much research and literature has been cited in systemic solutions aiming to address the 

totality of these issues, practical implication of these strategies remains limited.  This thesis aims 

to identify primary drivers of socioecological inequity as well as recommend policy and spatial 

solutions to alleviate symptoms of shrinking cites specific to Baltimore.                     



 

 

 

Derelict to Dynamic: 

Examining Socioecological Productivity of Underutilized/Abandoned Industrial 

Infrastructure, and Application in Baltimore, Maryland     

Joseph Michael Niland  

GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT 
 

With over 16,500 documented vacant commercial and residential units, roughly 20 miles 

of abandoned rail lines, a historic loss of approximately 330,000 residents, millions of gallons of 

annual sewage discharges, and continual annually self-reported “F’s” in surface water quality - 

Baltimore, Maryland lies at a crux of chronic challenges plaguing America’s formerly most 

economically and industrially powerful cities (Open Baltimore GIS [Vacancies Shapefile], 2017; 

“Harbor Water Alert” Blue Water Baltimore, 2017).   

Baltimore, Maryland has observed tremendous changes in social, environmental, and 

economic development since circa mid twentieth century.  Baltimore has historically been 

known as an industrial powerhouse for American and global economies.  However, industrial 

functions of port cities are in significant less demand than during the industrial revolution era.  

Consequently, job losses and suburbanization trends led to a population exodus from the city, 

leaving behind historic workforce housing and industrial infrastructure.  With dramatically lower 

employment opportunities and nonessential railroads and streets, much of Baltimore’s initial 

urban development now lies vacancy, ruin, and decay.  Quite simply, there is no longer a demand 

for some prior housing or infrastructure that served the once prosperous city nearly a century 

ago.  Diminishment of private enterprise presence has hindered the city’s ability to maintain 

these vacant areas.  Entire neighborhoods are sometimes like ghost towns, allowing for crime to 

flourish.  This vagrancy is highly noticeable in West Baltimorean neighborhoods.  Demographics 



 

 

 

in these neighborhoods are largely the result of segregation era politics.  Historic discrimination 

has led to long-term marginalization and disinvestment.  Significant opportunities are present in 

these areas for equitable redevelopment, namely green infrastructure.  Vacancy and blight 

remediation in West Baltimore is a worthwhile cause.  Adopting a green infrastructure plan 

offers opportunity to bolster social and environmental health.       

This thesis is an examination of contemporary urban ecology concepts as a systemic 

approach for revitalizing socially and ecologically marginalized urban areas, with an application 

in West Baltimore, Maryland neighborhoods.  Through an examination of socioecological 

dilemmas and root causes, a conceptual procedure for urban blight mitigation along the Gwynns 

Falls corridor is proposed.  Master plans are proposed for the Shipley Hill, Carrollton Scott, and 

Mill Hill neighborhoods in West Baltimore.  Site scale socioecological connections are 

suggested for the Shipley Hill neighborhood with contextual linkages in the surrounding 

neighborhoods.  Additionally, policy considerations are explored for revitalizing Baltimore’s 

most vulnerable landscapes.  By transforming derelict industrial infrastructure to dynamic 

socioecological patches and corridors, this work aims to enhance socioecological equity and 

connectivity in West Baltimore’s most vulnerable landscapes. 

Negative aspects of Baltimore’s contemporary urban condition such as blight, high 

vacancy rates, ecological damage, population decline, and other symptoms of shrinking cities are 

deeply rooted in a complex evolution of social, environmental, and economic management.  

Current challenges facing Baltimore can be directly linked to a long history, specifically 

including industrialization and systematic segregation of neighborhoods.  As the United States 

entered a period of stability following the industrial revolution, domestic manufacturing 

dwindled, causing a once strong workforce population to leave industrial mega-cities such as 



 

 

 

Baltimore.  This population exodus left behind prior workforce housing and industrial 

infrastructure, much of which now nonessential to Baltimore’s contemporary urban functions.   

Housing vacancies and abandoned infrastructure are most noticeable in Baltimore’s 

predominately minority neighborhoods.  Historically marginalized by systematic segregation 

tactics, “redlined” neighborhoods largely continue to lack sufficient social and economic capital 

for adaptation to a transformative new era in Baltimore’s history.  Disparities in these minority 

neighborhoods have shown lasting consequences and continue to suffer from financial, social, 

and ecological neglect. 

However, progressive urban planning processes pose significant opportunity for equitable 

inclusion of historically marginalized urban communities through the introduction of green 

infrastructure.  Because socioecological disparities in Baltimore are incredibly complex, an 

equally complex solution is necessary to adequately alleviate symptoms of declining cities.  

Although much research and literature has been cited in systemic solutions aiming to address the 

totality of these issues, practical implication of these strategies remains limited.  This thesis aims 

to identify primary drivers of socioecological inequity as well as recommend policy and spatial 

solutions to alleviate symptoms of shrinking cites specific to Baltimore.              

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Definition of Terms 

• Socioecology: A coherent system of biophysical and social factors that regularly interact 

in a resilient, sustained manner (Redman, Grove, and Kuby, 2004).  

• Green Infrastructure: A cost-effective, resilient approach to managing wet weather 

impacts that provides many community benefits (“What is Green Infrastructure?” United 

States Environmental Protection Agency, 2018). 

• Urban Blight: Urban decay consisting of deterioration of part of a city or town due to 

ageing, neglect, and lack of financial support for maintenance (“Urban Blight” Glosbe 

Dictionary, 2018). 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

“The battle for life on earth will be won or lost in urban areas.”  - Ahmed Djoghlaf, 

[Convention on Biodiversity] (Reuters, 2008) 

Background and Motivation 

Current trends in landscape planning and design models do not adequately address the 

complex social and environmental problems of aging post-industrial cities (Schilling and Logan, 

2008).  Due in part to historic massive deindustrialization, Baltimore, Maryland currently 

features a surplus of vacant housing and poor surface water quality, particularly in the city’s 

western neighborhoods (“Harbor Water Alert” Blue Water Baltimore, 2017).  This thesis aims to 

provide options for the curtailment of cyclical socio-ecological decay and disinvestment in West 

Baltimore’s Gwynns Falls corridor.  Principles of contemporary urban ecology and system 

dynamics theories will be used as a basis for both research and design.  Derelict vacant 

properties in West Baltimore will be examined for potential incorporation of social and 

ecological function.  The purpose of this work is to critically explore conceptual relationships in 

socioecological revitalization as well as provide spatial and policy recommendations for West 

Baltimore’s most socially and environmentally threatened areas.   

Compared to many American cities, Baltimore is an ancient metropolis (Gerena, 2003).  

Beginning as a port town, then Baltimore Town experienced significant growth during the 

industrial revolution (“Lost City”, Maryland Historical Society Library, 2013).  Industrial 

conglomerates such as Baltimore City contributed to much of the initial formation and rapid 

growth of United States’ economic and social systems.  As a result, this growth had profound 

urban design and policy implications (Meyer, 2000).  However, in recent decades, a transitional 
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deindustrialization period has marred the Charm City with urban decay and blight (Barrickman, 

2015).  Broadly, many deindustrializing rust belt cities have been coined as “shrinking cities”, 

and broad solutions to this phenomenon have emerged, generally categorized as “right-sizing” 

Shrinking cities is a relatively newly coined term, appearing only recently in contemporary 

American literature, that describes population loss due in part to economic transitions following 

the Second World War (Pallagst, 2008).  Beginning roughly in the mid-twentieth century, urban 

and suburban landscapes have evolved, reflecting changing cultural values and market demands.  

As a result, massive population exoduses and significant demographic fluctuations have occurred 

in Baltimore City.  During roughly the past half century, changing economies and globalization 

have somewhat diminished the need for port and industrial-based cities.  In Baltimore, an 

apparent symbol of this phenomenon is the rise and fall of the Bethlehem Steel Company.  In the 

late 1950’s, Baltimore’s historical peak population coincided with the city’s peak steel output, 

making the city once the largest steel manufacturer in the world (Shopes, 1993 pg. 173).  The 

decline and ultimate bankruptcy of Bethlehem Steel is indicative of larger industrial decline 

trends for both the city and nationally (“Despair – and Hope – Run Deep Among Sparrow’s 

Point’s Former Workers” [Baltimore Sun] Hopkins, 2013).  Baltimore’s population crisis is 

atypical of other, often southeastern American cities, experiencing massive population influxes 

to urban cores.  Currently over 75% of the developed world is now living in cities and more 

people are now inhabiting urban areas than ever before (“The World’s Cities in 2016” United 

Nations, 2016).  Urban shrinkage is not a new phenomenon for America’s cities, however 

responsive landscape planning and design strategies for these dilemmas remains largely 

unproven (Rybczynski and Linneman, 1999).  
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Research Purpose 

Cultural and Social 

Vacant housing and lots in West Baltimore are conspicuous measurements of social and 

ecological health indicators.  Consequences from excessive vacant housing can materialize both 

culturally and physically.  No longer necessary for industrial workforce housing, entire blocks of 

Baltimore’s iconic early 1900’s rowhouses are left in decay and abandonment.  In addition to 

deteriorating underutilized physical infrastructure, historically poor civic infrastructure also 

contributes to some chronic neighborhood neglect.  Perpetual discriminatory political regimes 

have left marginalized minority populations voiceless and powerless.  Once prosperous and 

vibrant Baltimorean neighborhoods have been largely forgotten - succumbed to social disorders 

including poverty, crime, substance abuse, blight, and degeneracy (Sampson and Raudenbush, 

2001).  As Baltimore undergoes this transformation, social unrest, environmental inequity, are 

clearly present in recent years.  Baltimore City is no exception to a commonly accepted 

phenomenon of civilizations, societies, and cultures experiencing a cycle of growth, stability, and 

decline (Thompson, 2018).  Relationships among social downturns and ecological decline have 

also been well documented.  

      

Figure 1: Abandoned ice factory and rowhouses in West Baltimore.  Photographs by author. 
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For this research, “vacant properties” are defined in accordance with the National Vacant 

Properties Campaign’s definition of the same term:  

“Vacant residential, commercial, and industrial buildings and lots that threaten public 

safety and/or have been subject to the neglect of fundamental duties of property 

ownership.” (“Vacant Properties: The True Cost to Communities” National Vacant 

Properties Campaign, 2005).   

Vacant properties pose significant threats to communities including crime, safety hazards, and 

general unpleasantness.  Widespread neglect and abandonment of real estate is often rarely of 

primary concern exterior to immediate community boundaries but can breed boundless vagrant 

activity.  Social incivilities have been shown to be directly correlated with vacancy rates 

(“Vacant Properties: The True Cost to Communities” National Vacant Properties Campaign, 

2005).  This correlation makes vacancy rates a useful indicator in determining overall 

neighborhood health in West Baltimore (Inglehart, 1990).  Additionally shown to be correlated, 

is lessened environmental quality and disparaging social conditions (Leon and Schilling, 2017).  

Understandings of relationships and processes in natural systems have greatly improved since the 

mid-twentieth century and increasing scientific research is focusing on anthropogenic influences.  

Exhaustion of natural resources in conjunction with a depleting social capital have contributed to 

monuments human equity catastrophes.  Social pressures have in some cases led to 

disproportionately distributed social and environmental resources throughout West Baltimore 

(Motesharrei et al., 2014; Taylor, 2001).  
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Environmental 

The term “landscape ecological research” can typically conjure ideas of flora and fauna 

studies within vastly expansive wilderness.  While this scale of ecological research is 

fundamentally necessary, more ecological research is being directed to urban settings, with 

anthropogenic forces considered dominant.  Ecological problems rarely exist in isolation and are 

often linked to other phenomena, including social and economic downturns.  The Planners 

Triangle aims to explain conflicts resulting from disproportionate prioritization of “equity and 

social justice, environmental protection, and economic development” (Cambell, 1996).   

“The current environmental enthusiasm among planners and planning schools might 

suggest their innate predisposition to protect the natural environment.  Unfortunately, the 

opposite is more likely true: our historic tendency has been to promote the development 

of cities at the cost of natural destruction: to build cities we have cleared forests, fouled 

rivers and the air, and leveled mountains” (Campbell, 1996). 

Prioritizing societal and economic growth at the expense of environmental function depicted by 

Campbell is particularly relevant in post-industrial cities including Baltimore.  Remediation of 

natural systems has garnered increased attention in the wakes of alarming environmental threats.  

Protection and enhancement of urban ecosystem function is paramount to the longevity of 

society (Gunderson, 2002; Goodland, Daly, and Serafy, 2009).  Habitual mismanagement of 

planetary resources poses significant threats to human function.  Continued perturbations against 

the very systems that provide depended upon resources have caused many natural systems to 

reach a critical juncture of endangerment (Malakoff, 2004).  Cultural values favoring growth of 

strictly dense cities omitting integrated ecological function has further compounded progressive 

attitudes of more responsible urban resource management (Palmer, Falk, and Zedler, 2016). 
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Contemporary Planning and Design Implications 

Deviating from its manufacturing roots, Baltimore now features other industries 

including knowledge, bio-medical, entertainment, and service.  Shifting economies, lack of 

public interest/involvement, political climates/policies, technologies, debased economic 

investment, and demographic changes have in part caused once vital infrastructure to become 

irrelevant.  Nonessential rail corridors, factories, housing stock, highways, and surface water 

bodies have been left neglected and/or abandoned, complicating socioecological injustices in 

West Baltimore.   

“With an abundance of vacant properties, these shrinking cities provide fertile ground for 

neighborhood-scale and citywide greening strategies that can revitalize urban 

environments, empower community residents, and stabilize dysfunctional markets” 

(Schilling and Logan, 2008).       

Baltimore’s significant vacancy rates and nonessential infrastructure is common to many 

shrinking post-industrial cities.  However, as Schilling and Logan postulate, viable opportunities 

exist for the recreation of these derelict places to productive landscapes.  Rather than a symbol of 

urban blight and decay, these largely forgotten urban voids have tremendous potential to be 

transformed into “fortuitous landscapes” capable of closing feedback loops in socio-ecological 

systems (Kim, Miller, and Nowak, 2015).  Because dilapidated infrastructure is both a cause and 

symptom of urban blight, this conundrum has caused frustration for revitalization efforts in 

Baltimore.  Blight and abandonment paralleled with proximity to the Gwynns Falls corridor 

creates feasible opportunities for socioecological revitalization. 
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Theoretical Framework 

System dynamics theory is consistent in principles with that of contemporary urban 

ecology theory.  These theories seek to identify more comprehensive understandings of 

relationships between individual components as they apply to larger systems (Senge, 2014).  In 

an urban context, factors such as planning, design, politics, real estate markets, demographics, 

social and life sciences, cultural norms, environmental function, and construction only skim 

seemingly innumerable elements ultimately contributing to built form.  Rather than simply an 

independent specialization within the scientific community, urban ecology is “a body of 

knowledge about the urban milieu derived by applying a human ecological frame of reference” 

(Wu, 2014).  Urban ecology and system dynamics theories aim to rethink standard values and 

methods in land management.  Using principles from these two theories, this thesis aims to 

reconnect disjointed and fragmented components of the West Baltimore urban fabric.  Restoring 

fragmented components of urban systems is crucial for advancing this emerging approach to land 

management and planning, coined by Paul Selman as the “Reconnection Agenda”.  Imagining 

diverse techniques in which urban individuals, institutions, and ecologies seamlessly cohabitate 

is a tremendous challenge of contemporary land management strategies (Selman, 2012).   

Much contemporary theory, literature, and research to date largely addresses sustainable 

core growth and limiting urban sprawl.  However, comparatively little research in this field 

spotlights an opposite phenomenon of population decline and shrinking cities.  Overall, scholarly 

efforts are disproportionately concentrated on growth management and offer limited research for 

cities experiencing reverse trends (Pallagst, 2008).    
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Position in Contemporary Academic Literature     

 Urban ecology theory and practical application has observed compelling interest 

expansion in scientific, academic, and public communities (Pataki, 2015).  A derivative of 

revolutionary circa 1970’s environmental movements, urban ecology has moved beyond the 

exclusive protection of vast natural areas from destructive human development.  Instead, the 

theory aims to foster mutual existence of both human and non-human by incorporating factors 

influencing complex urban built and natural systems.  Incorporation of different urban elements 

is also reflective of system dynamics theory.  This theory is a recognition and assessment of 

complex intricacies between perhaps previously considered nonrelated elements within 

sophisticated systems.  Importantly, this comprehensive inclusion also calls upon respectively 

diverse professionals in land management decision processes.  Although much research has been 

documented in urban ecology and system dynamics theories, physical urban land management 

strategies remain somewhat limited.  Additionally, much research to date remains siloed in 

different professions, perspectives, and interest groups (McIntyre, Knowles-Yanez, and Hope, 

2000).  Disconnections between policy, research, and practice are clearly evidenced by continued 

social and environmental decay in West Baltimore.  However, trends among planners, policy-

makers, ecologists, social scientists, engineers, landscape architects, residents, and other related 

interest groups are shifting to collaborative interdisciplinary work.  Following the literature 

review in Chapter Two, principles for landscape planning and design are synthesized for 

purposes of influencing proposed design and policy recommendations as well as a conceptual 

stratum for gauging success.    
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Methodology and Approach 

 In addition to a review of contemporary academic literature, Chapter Three includes a 

collective case study (multiple instrument case study) of relevant municipal initiatives in Atlanta, 

Cleveland, and Philadelphia.  Chapter Four then examines similar blight remediation strategies in 

Baltimore.  Lastly Chapter Five concludes with conceptual spatial plans, supportive illustratives, 

and policy and research recommendations for the Gwynns Falls corridor context.  This project 

intends to provide a conceptual framework incorporating policy, planning, and design strategies 

that mend socioecological disconnections using contemporary urban ecology and systems 

dynamics theories.    

Urban planning and design strategies are becoming increasingly inclusive of social and 

environmental dilemmas.  More holistic and comprehensive projects, programs, and initiatives 

are being been implemented to systemically address socio-ecological issues.  Learning from 

strategies adopted elsewhere can be beneficial when drafting both spatial and policy solutions for 

West Baltimore.  Specific areas within West Baltimore addressed in this thesis are outlined on 

the following section.      

Project Scope and Size – Site Selection 

In West Baltimore, the Gywnns Falls serves as a connective corridor for some of 

Baltimore’s most endangered neighborhoods and ecosystems.  Remnants of America’s industrial 

past are remembered as stories and traces in these landscapes.  The Gwynns Falls corridor 

features characteristics necessary for promising revitalization efforts such as debilitated 

neighborhoods, neglected natural systems, waterfront properties, and notably, industrial heritage 
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and infrastructure.  M.W. Doyle emphasizes the importance of including underutilized 

infrastructure in redevelopment plans, highlighting the significance of financial burdens.   

“Ecosystem scale impacts from degradation of aging infrastructure and maintenance of 

roadways, pipes, etc. will become more important over time, especially in an era where 

traditional civil infrastructure maintenance and replacement is becoming financially 

untenable” (Doyle et al. 2008) 

     

Figure 2: Rail tracks paved over on previously industrial Wicomico Street in West Baltimore.  

Photographs by author. 

The Gwynns Falls corridor poses significant opportunities for a systems-based approach to 

equitable civic and environmental redevelopment.  By enhancing and extending West 

Baltimore’s existing environmental assets into adjacent underrepresented communities, a more 

integrated social and ecological fabric can develop (Kaushal and Belt, 2012).  Neighborhoods in 

West Baltimore such as Westport, Saint Paul, Carroll Park, Mount Clare, Mill Hill, and Shipley 

Hill are uniquely poised to serve as prototypes for new methods in environmentally integrated 

land planning and development.  The figure below depicts the Shipley Hill neighborhood focus 

area included in Chapter Five. 
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Figure 3: West Baltimore Focus Corridor Context 

 Chapter Five is a spatial exploration of possible site scale interventions for the 

transformation of derelict and abandoned properties in West Baltimore.  The chapter focuses on 

the Shipley Hill neighborhood in addition to potential contextual corridor connections.  

Surrounding neighborhoods included in the proposal are Boyd-Booth, Carrollton Ridge, and Mill 

Hill.  These neighborhoods suffer from high vacancy rates, poor ecological function, and 

crippling urban blight.  The Gwynns Falls is a tremendous socioecological opportunity for West 

Baltimore yet remains underutilized.  This site scale exploration aims to connect the existing 

Gwynns Falls ecological corridor with adjacent blighted neighborhoods to help alleviate 

socioecological stresses.  The proposals included in this chapter are meant to offer a conceptual 

augmentation to current blight mitigation initiatives in Baltimore.      
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Values and Attitudes of This Project 

 The title of this thesis is a derivation of an existing Baltimore initiative, “Vacants to 

Values”, an approach to abating vacancy-caused problems in derelict Baltimore neighborhoods.  

As motivation for the title suggests, the findings and recommendations included in this document 

are meant to be an augmentation to existing revitalization initiatives.  Examining relationships 

between components of entire urban systems is paramount when designing urban management 

strategies.  Rather than solely justifying landscape planning and design decisions, this body of 

work also aims to provide insight into alternative attitudes and methods surrounding equitable 

urban management.  This work is not an exhaustive compilation of problems or phenomenon, 

nor does it recommend a singular prescriptive solution.  Rather, this study serves as an 

imaginative exploration addressing recurring problems common to aging industrial cities.  

Solutions to complex problems require holistic and interdisciplinary strategies, a value central to 

this work.  While the scope of this project is by no means exhaustive, the primary intention of 

this work is to provide a valuable augmentation to existing Baltimore revitalization efforts and 

literature to promote equity in underserved urban areas.  While this document is grounded in 

landscape architecture and urban planning, this thesis aims to signify the importance of distinct 

interdependent urban systems.   

In addition to this (1) introductory chapter, the following body of work is comprised of 

five additional chapters: (2) Literature Review; (3) Case Study Examination; (4) Baltimore 

Initiatives; (5) Spatial Planning; (6) Policy Recommendations and Conclusions.   

The following literature review is a comprehensive perspective of relevant contemporary 

scholarly writing.  The review is meant to contextualize socio-ecological issues in shrinking and 

deindustrializing cities.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

“Few cities are taking advantage of these [vacant] underutilized spaces to improve 

biodiversity and provide additional ecosystem services.” – Timon McPhearson, The 

Nature of Cities, 2012 

Global and National Scale Context 

Environmental Intervention 

 Rapid urbanization in growing cities across the globe is placing immense pressures on 

ecological systems – typically faster than their natural ability to recover (Woodbridge, 2004).  

Cities are a complex and diverse living ecosystem themselves, subject to both external and 

internal pressures (Golley, 1996).  Because cities are flexible and dynamic, they have ability to 

rebound with multiple progressive trajectories and solutions to contemporary issues (Campbell, 

1996).  In an urban context, natural rebuilding of a system following perturbation can be 

synthetically mimicked, augmenting ecological function using an interdisciplinary approach to 

endangered socio-ecological systems (Tidball and Krasny, 2007).  Correlations have been 

observed between ecological health and land management strategies (Ochola et. al., 2003).  In 

Baltimore, neighborhoods of poor social health often also feature lessened ecological quality.  

This phenomenon is conspicuous in West Baltimore’s neighborhoods as a result of 

environmental mismanagement during periods of high industrial productivity.  

In their 2000 article, “The Anthropocene”, Paul Crutzen and Eugene Stoermer proposed 

that human intervention of earth’s natural processes over the past approximate 150 years has 

warranted recognition of a new geological epoch entitled, “The Anthropocene”.  Motives for this 

article were more comprehensive than simply calling for a change in scientific 
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nomenclature.  Rather, Crutzen and Stoermer aimed to accentuate the seriousness of continued 

human dominance of earth’s ecosystem functions and services.  Crutzen highlights importance of 

a multidisciplinary approach to contemporary environmental problems stating, “a daunting task 

lies ahead for scientists and engineers to guide society toward environmentally sustainable 

management during the era of the Anthropocene” (Crutzen, 2004).  Furthermore, there is a “need 

to develop multiscale investigatory frameworks for implementing of integrated research projects; 

innovative ways of linking the social and ecological domains; and practical approaches to cross-

disciplinary integration” (Redman, Grove, and Kuby, 2004).  Modern society relies heavily upon 

ecosystem services, often with little or no attributed financial or environmental accountability.  

Cultural priorities reconsidered in the Anthropocene, as looming threats of environmental hazard 

become increasingly serious.  In an increasingly globalized era, land management decisions often 

have worldly consequences.  Urban planning strategies are continuing to indirectly effect 

systems well beyond their jurisdictional boundaries.  Because cities are arguably chief drivers of 

collective global ecological damage, it is in cities where positive change can be most beneficial.        

In a contemporary society, cities exist on a planetary stage, influencing natural, 

institutional, and social regimes worldwide (Orff, 2016).  Kate Orff, co-founder of landscape 

architecture firm, SCAPE, and author of Toward an Urban Ecology, expresses the absolute 

necessity of engaging seemingly unreachable or unattainable problems that have formed in 

highly complex cities.  Society will grapple with acute short-term environmental catastrophes 

including more frequent and severe disaster events.  Negative consequences from longer-term 

problems will also become evident including marine, air, and terrestrial pollution, sea-level rise, 

and food scarcity (Browder, 2015).  Massive boundless planetary issues can appear seemingly 

beyond the capacity of regional design to instill positive outcomes.  However, integrated land 
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management and inclusive socioecological planning can encourage awareness, set achievable 

goals, and foster community responsibility and acceptance, necessary for positive change (Orff, 

2016).  

Social Intervention 

A detailed examination of United States’ population movement suggests populace 

exoduses from the country’s oldest and often largest cities, into newer growing cities 

(Rybczynski and Linneman, 1999; Accordino and Johnson, 2002).  For example, from 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to Charlotte, North Carolina.  Population loss in older cities is well 

researched, given the label, “undercrowding”, by Douglas Rae (Rae, 1996).  Despite widespread 

occurrence of shrinking cites, research endeavors surrounding this phenomenon remain few 

(Pallagst, 2008).  Deindustrialization and suburbanization are two significant contributors to 

population loss and subsequent vacant properties in formerly thriving cities (Audirac, Fol, and 

Martinez-Fernandez, 2010).  Additionally, urban planning discourses suggest individual cities 

experiencing both growth and decline disproportionately allocate public efforts to areas of higher 

private investment (“Shrinking Cities” Van Alen Institute, 2006).  Unequal investment such as 

public construction dollars can be observed in Baltimore, with much investment occurring in the 

downtown, Inner Harbor, and other waterfront areas.  Conversely, poorer areas in West 

Baltimore observe little public or private investment (“Study finds deep racial disparities in way 

Baltimore allocates public construction dollars” [Baltimore Sun] Duncan, 2017).    

Much recent literature demonstrates geographic correlations between income disparity 

and economic growth (“Equity and Development” World Bank, 2006).  Related is a growing 

body of work suggesting distinct relationships among geographic distribution of wealth and 

socio-ecological quality.  Social health factors such as employment rate, housing price can serve 
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as valuable neighborhood health indicators (Jiang, Yuan, and Neale, 2016).  These neighborhood 

health indicators have been shown to correlate with environmental health indicators such as 

biodiversity loss and diminished water quality (Islam, 2015).  In West Baltimore, vacancy rates 

can serve as a valuable indicator of both neighborhood environmental health.            

Baltimore City Metropolitan Scale Context  

Environmental Intervention  

There is an increasing demand for research involving human and non-human urban 

cohabitation (Grimm et. al., 2008).  Baltimore’s industrial history poses significant water quality 

challenges (“Harbor Water Alert” Blue Water Baltimore, 2017).  Industrial production in the 

mid-eighteenth century laid the foundation for nearly two centuries of international industrial 

prowess (Gerena, 2003).  Although this economic prosperity allowed for the tremendous growth 

of Baltimore as a port city, the Charm City is currently faced with familiar post-industrial 

ecological repercussions.  Before basic scientific knowledge around public and environmental 

health, industrial waste was discharged into surface water bodies, namely the Patapsco River and 

tributaries (Belanger, 2010).  Baltimore’s waterways festered with dangerous infectious diseases 

and industrial byproducts (Tarr, 2002).  Aftermaths of irresponsible practices challenge 

Baltimore’s present-day water quality.  Industrial pollution in combination with perpetual 

leakage from aging sewer infrastructures continually pollute ground and surface water with 

harmful wastewater.   

In August 2016, the Baltimore Sun reported over 20,000 gallons of raw sewage overflow 

over five days of heavy rain (“More than 20,000 gallons of raw sewage released into Baltimore 

waterways over weekend” [Baltimore Sun] Campbell, 2016).  Although Baltimore utilizes a 
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separate storm/sewer infrastructure convention, older poorer neighborhoods experience some of 

the highest levels of water contamination (Hager et. al., 2013).  In the Gwynns Falls corridor, 

Westport, Saint Paul, Carroll Park, and Mill Hill and Shipley Hill neighborhoods face dramatic 

ecological challenges.  Fecal bacteria levels present in surface water serve as a reliable indicator 

to overall stream health and are related to dissolved oxygen, pathogen presence, and other factors 

attributing to poor water quality.  Dangerously high concentrations of fecal coliform bacteria 

(>150 colonies/100mL), nitrogen (>65 mg/L), and phosphorus (>0.01mg/L) are continually 

reported (“USGS 01589352 Gwynns Falls at Washington Blvd. at Baltimore, MD” United States 

Geological Survey, 2017).  2010 Gwynns Falls water samples reported 350 fecal coliform 

bacteria colonies per 100 ml (“Harbor Water Alert” Blue Water Baltimore, 2010).  These levels 

are almost six times the Centers for Disease Control’s recommended safety threshold for bodily 

contact.  Perhaps overtly optimistic, Baltimore City has a goal of a “fishable and swimmable” 

Inner Harbor by 2020, a goal adapted from the 1972 Clean Water Act.

      

Figure 4: Gwynns Falls under Interstate 95 and Middle Branch of Patapsco River.  Photographs 

by author. 

Almost half the Gwynns Falls watershed consists of impervious surfaces.  An 

approximate reduction in forest canopy cover by almost 30% has been observed in the last three 

decades of the twentieth century.  Furthermore, only 40% of surface water in the watershed is 
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protected by riparian areas (“The Gwynns Falls Watershed Ecological Resource Atlas” Parks and 

People Foundation, 1999).  Watershed 263, a 930-acre portion of the Gwynns Falls watershed 

has been extensively studied for urban water management (“Revitalization of Watershed 263” 

United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service, 2017).  Research efforts aim to generate 

water management strategies including social and environmental integration.  Many West 

Baltimore neighborhoods in Watershed 263 have high vacancy, poverty, and crime rates.  

Watershed 263 research promotes site scale interventions aimed at water quality and quality of 

life in these underserved communities. 

Long-standing consensuses in current academic literature suggest strong linkages 

between social and ecological problems in troubled neighborhoods (Inglehart, 1990).  The 

following linkages have been identified: 

1. Real estate disinvestment in neighborhoods of high blight and vacancy is correlated to 

disinvestment of green infrastructure.  

2. Urban vegetation and tree canopy coverage is positively correlated with home values, 

minority population, education level, married population, and acreage of protected 

lands.  

3. Surface water quality is diminished in minority neighborhoods because of urban 

renewal development and industrial activity.  

4. Public and ecological health and welfare threats are shown to be correlated in West 

Baltimore’s neighborhoods.    
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Furthermore, small-scale community engagement revitalization projects have exposed 

critical linkages between ecological and social functions (“Strategic Plan” Parks and People 

Foundation, 2017).  These linkages are: 

1. Localized socioeconomic lifestyle choices, vales, beliefs, and norms are largely yet to be 

realized in the development of site scale revitalization efforts.  

2. An increase in employment opportunities, youth involvement, and community pride with 

the development of neighborhood green infrastructure. 

3. A decrease in food desert classification with the construction of community gardens and 

local food production. 

4. Increased opportunity for ecological education in outdoor classroom settings to augment 

traditional curriculums.   

A greater understanding of systemic socioecological processes in the Gwynns Falls 

corridor and adjacent neighborhoods is vital to stabilization and spurring potential future 

investment.      

Social Intervention 

Like many older industrial American cities, Baltimore is currently facing a population 

decline epidemic, leaving behind thousands of vacant housing units.  Over 16,000 residential 

units are currently recorded as vacant, many of them entire neighborhood blocks (Open 

Baltimore GIS [Vacancies Shapefile], 2017).  Excessive vacancy directly contributes to physical 

disorders including heightened undesirable noise, vandalism, litter, graffiti, and unmaintained 

vegetation (Ross and Mirowsky, 1999).  While not characteristic of declining neighborhood, 
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these disorders can indirectly impact all neighborhoods and residents, contributing to 

overwhelming physical and social deterioration (Garofalo and Laub, 1978).  Morgan Grove and 

William Burch, Jr. conclude important socio-ecological factors specific to West Baltimore.  

Their 1997 research correlated impoverished predominately minority neighborhoods with high 

levels of industrial activity, low non-residential socioeconomic indexes, high levels of 

impervious surface, and minimal tree canopy (Grove and Burch, Jr., 1997).  While these 

problems are not completely restricted to areas of concentrated minority demographics 

(McGratch, Berdahl, and Arrow, 1995) and sometimes observable in wealthier communities 

(Brechin and Kempton, 1994), West Baltimore remains at a higher risk (Pickett et. al., 2009).   

      

Figure 5: Natural succession in derelict abandoned neighborhoods.  Photographs by author. 

 Acknowledgement of centuries-old neighborhood evolution in West Baltimore is 

important when theorizing alternative scenarios.  Complex transformations are often 

underpinned by shifting demographic and socio-economic conditions (Cohen, 2001).  Along the 

Gwynns Falls corridor, many West Baltimore neighborhoods were originally racially and 

ethnically diverse.  Late twentieth century neighborhood construction was originally purposed 

for middle and working-class black, white, and immigrant populations (Hayward and Belfoure, 

1999).  The immediate years following World War One observed a northward-moving Great 
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Migration of southern blacks.  Consequently, many neighborhoods in West Baltimore began 

forming communities of black southerners (Trotter, 1991).  Until circa 1960, factors such as 

racially discriminatory zoning and real estate practices, and restrictive neighborhood covenants 

extensively confined blacks to specific areas away from whites (Cohen, 2001).  The National 

Housing Act of 1934 aided in the then legal formation of discriminatory housing polices known 

as “redlining”.  This policy allowed for the denial mortgages and other loans to people of low 

income, practically minorities (Zenou and Boccard, 2000).  Moreover, investors commonly 

“blockbusted”, a scheme encouraging white residents to sell their property cheaply and in haste, 

mongering fear of neighborhood infiltration by lower classes or minority races and ethnicities.  

This allowed investors to acquire below market value real estate and resell for increased profits, 

meanwhile also building suburban neighborhoods for whites (Rubenstein, 2011).  Beginning 

circa 1950, suburbanization and deindustrialization greatly influenced demographic, socio-

economic, and socio-ecological conditions of many West Baltimore neighborhoods.  Affluent 

people moved out of West Baltimore, leaving the poor and disenfranchised.  Among other 

circumstances over time, absence of significant tax bases in these neighborhoods led to perpetual 

disinvestment and neglect.  The below figure two examines spatial similarities among the 1937 

Home Owner’s Loan Corporation Map of Baltimore and current vacancies.  This map was 

developed for mortgage lenders, to encourage discriminatory lending to minorities.  Clear 

patterns are evident.  “Hazardous” areas were predominately black neighborhoods, given less 

opportunity for investment.   
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Figure 6: Current Vacancies Overlaid on Historic Redlining Districts 

*Adapted from the 1937 Home Owner’s Loan Corporation Map of Baltimore. 

In his 2017 Master of Arts in Social Design at the Maryland Institute College of Art, 

Matthew Barr offered a collective list of potential explanations for West Baltimore’s vacancy 

epidemic.  The collection is comprehensive and accounts for both present and historical 

circumstances.  Barr’s eight factors have historically developed in parallel, creating a kind of 
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perfect storm in Baltimore.  Based on previously cited literature, items two, four, and seven 

perhaps contribute most greatly to the Baltimore vacancy epidemic.   

1. Life cycle of people: vacancies sometimes occur when there is no formal ownership 

transition plan in place when people die.   

2. Investor negligence: investors will intentionally sit on vacant properties until the 

neighborhood is scheduled for redevelopment.  This drives out neighboring residents due 

to the unfavorable consequences of vacancies.  As an additional tactic, owners of these 

vacant properties will continually transfer ownership to themselves via multiple limited 

liability corporations, as an attempt to avoid court mandated property condemnation due 

to maintenance negligence (Holcomb, 2016).   

3. Neighborly maintenance costs: in a rowhouse setting, sharing a wall with an abandoned 

unit can be costly and hazardous for neighbors (Kelly Jr., 2004).  In addition to 

depreciated property values, water damage and fire risk can pose difficulties for home 

repair/construction loans and home insurance.   

4. White flight: congruent with national trends in the mid twentieth century, an exodus of 

white middle-class people occurred into suburbs surrounding American city centers.  This 

phenomenon was fueled in part by 1956 Federal-Aid Highway Act and low-cost housing 

construction, but also possessed bias racial undertones, leaving many poorer blacks in the 

city center; leading to an increased level of social disenfranchisement (Crowder, South, 

2008).   

5. Lack of local government capacity: Baltimore City municipal government has authority 

to acquire vacant properties from negligent owners as well as raze the property.  
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However, limited capital and budget restricts what the City can perform, due to high 

rehabilitation and demolition costs.   

6. Geographically disproportionate investment:  Baltimore has spent and awarded millions 

of dollars in tax breaks for development along its Inner Harbor waterfront.  The most 

socially and economically impoverished neighborhoods remain in a largely stagnant real 

estate market (Holcomb, 2016).   

7. Deindustrialization: as industrial economic prosperity rapidly left Baltimore, so too did 

300,000 residents following circa 1950.   

8. Unjust housing policies: Federally sanctioned policies as well as allowable discriminatory 

real estate strategies unfairly targeted minority tenants and homeowners and continue to 

do so today (Barr, 2017).   

The preceding review of relevant academic literature is reflective of overwhelming 

evidence for complex urban socio-ecological dilemmas.  Issues are manifested differently on 

global/national scales than on smaller metropolitan and regional scales, including the Gwynns 

Falls corridor in West Baltimore.  Urban ecology and system dynamics theories provide hopeful 

prospects for socio-ecologically resilient and equitable urban environments.  Rather than being 

left to the unwilling nature of natural succession, the Gwynns Falls corridor can be re-designed 

to imitate processes of naturalization.  Planned green infrastructure can ubiquitously benefit both 

human and nonhuman life (Browder, 2015).                  
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Solutions in Urban Ecology and System Dynamics Theories 

Global and National Scale Context 

Segregating and compartmentalizing interconnected components of larger systems has 

proven to be an effective method for simplifying complex problems.  Single-use zoning, 

separation of political powers, isolated storm water management techniques, transportation 

hierarchies, socio-economic segregation are but a few diverse examples (Goldstein and Jensen, 

2001).  Negative outcomes of oversimplification are becoming increasingly conspicuous and a 

culture favoring estrangement of social and environmental connections has formed.  Selman 

writes in his book, “Sustainable Landscape Planning, The Reconnection Agenda”, “…landscapes 

have generally become more disconnected in ways that compromise their character, 

sustainability, and resilience” (Selman, 2012).  Selman offers conceptual solutions to disjointed 

systems stating, “physical reconnections, for example, entail joining up vegetated networks 

within an ecological habitat matrix; social ones may involve recovering links between people 

and place” (Selman, 2012).   

The emerging field of urban ecology accentuates interdisciplinary components of 

urbanizing (or deurbanizing) landscapes and emphasizes inclusion of socioecological systems.  

Reflecting shifting perspectives surrounding urban development, this theory targets complex 

hierarchical organizations, equal to those of natural systems (Goldstein and Jensen, 2001).  

Social and biophysical phenomenon are perceived as integrated and dynamic processes.  Social 

constructs such as attachment to place relate to biophysical attributes, creating important 

relationships in land management planning.  However, many of these intricacies remain 

misunderstood (Marzluff et. al., 2008).  Fundamentally, urban ecology underscores the 

importance of environmental mimicry on a predominately human engineered planet.  This is a 
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radically different perspective than that of more traditional conservationist or preservationist 

theories.  A more enduring life support structure is attainable is urban areas with synthetically 

designed systems (“Severe Water and Land Loss Predicted Over a Generation” [New York 

Times] Revkin, 2002).   

The terms “urban” and “ecology” have greatly evolved in academic literature, extending 

well beyond the traditional purview of metropolitan boundaries and non-human study.  Urban 

now more widely refers to technology, food production, communications, and infrastructure on a 

massive scale.  Ecology now more broadly refers to biotic and abiotic relationships, including 

natural and anthropogenic processes (Orff, 2016).  Concepts of traditional ecology such as 

systems and interdependencies of biota are being adapted to theorize urban human function 

(Senge, 2014).  Human and environmental systems are becoming increasingly studied as 

interconnected systems with bilateral consequences.  Systems scientist Peter Senge argues a 

systemic approach better incorporates comprehensive problems solving than that of a chiefly 

traditional mechanistic approach.  Although much literature exists surrounding human-nature 

interactions, complex connections of coupled systems are not yet widely accepted (Liu et. al., 

2007).  Selman writes “… a social reconnection with landscape, and the creation of social 

capacity to drive sustainable change, can promote the emergence of future landscapes that are 

reconnected, resilient, and cherished”.  Rather than reversion of conditions to a nostalgic prior 

state, notions of urban ecology encourage adaptive solutions that continually respond to 

changing contexts. 

Urban ecology is not a polarizing crusade to save the environment from urban growth.  

Ideals of contemporary urban ecology extend far past a preservationist mindset of environmental 

http://go.galegroup.com/ps/retrieve.do?tabID=T004&resultListType=RESULT_LIST&searchResultsType=SingleTab&searchType=AdvancedSearchForm&currentPosition=1&docId=GALE%7CA86182805&docType=Article&sort=RELEVANCE&contentSegment=&prodId=GPS&contentSet=GALE%7CA86182805&searchId=R1&userGroupName=viva_vpi&inPS=true
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justice.  Rather, social and environmental pressures are realized and systemically incorporated 

into holistic solutions.  Herbert Girardet writes in his book, Creating Regenerative Cites:  

“The concept of regenerative urbanization… is not just about greening the urban 

environment and protecting nature from physical urban expansion … but about city 

people taking positive steps to create regenerative urban systems of production, 

consumption, transportation and construction”. (Girardet, 2014)   

Methodological and theoretical approaches to land management and urban planning are useful 

for recognizing relationships and potential changes to entire urban socioecological structures 

(Tenza et. al. 2017).  This remains true in the Baltimore context, as the city undergoes profound 

transformations.        

Baltimore City Metropolitan Scale 

 Although research and urban socioecological explorations are becoming more reliable in 

academia, relationships between social and ecological function are yet to be widely apparent in 

practice (Hager et. al., 2013).  Designing semi-natural urban habitats has been shrouded in 

political controversy and is often highly unpredictable and/or unjustifiable (Browder, 2015).  

Urban ecology is informed by professional wisdom of multiple related study fields.  

Consequences of this melding of respective expertise remain incomplete (Ogden et. al., 2013).   

Self-described as a “natural experiment” a team of researchers and scholars at the 

Baltimore Ecosystem Study (BES) aim to provide a basis for adaptive landscape management 

via strategic experimentation and interventions in Baltimore.  The BES is one of 26 domestic 

research programs funded by the National Science Foundation.  In partnership with the Long 

Term Ecological Research Network (LTER), the BES aims to investigate long-term 
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environmental and social systems (Singh et. al, 2013).  The BES is an important linkage from 

national socioecological research to informing practice (Grove et. al., 2012).  The BES supports 

a collective body of interdisciplinary work through researchers, educators, and participatory 

engagement (Singh et. al, 2013).  In addition to research publications, pilot projects and 

education programs have been initiated through the BES.  A propulsive underlying value of the 

BESLTER is transitioning theories and research from “Ecology in Cities” to Ecology of Cities” 

(Pickett et al. 2008; Grimm et al. 2000). 

Principles for Landscape Design and Planning 

The below figure represents a synthesis of values and strategies from the above review of 

contemporary literature.  While the below principles are idealistic in nature, they can serve as a 

valuable tool in conceptually directing urban land management decisions.   Although not 

exhaustive, this list aims to provide a contextual framework for policy, planning, and design 

considerations for socially and ecologically equitable planning.  The total scale of relevant 

academic and professional discourse far supposes the scope of this thesis.  However, the 

following principles aim to highlight key elements from related fields.  The following principles 

highlight the complexities of urban ecosystems and potential interconnections. 
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1. Function and Productivity 

a. Remediative 

b. Resilient 

c. Performing 

d. Adaptable 

e. Redundant 

f. Diverse 

2. Service and Benefit 

a. Ecosystem Services 

i. Land 

1. Habitat biodiversity 

2. Flora/fauna biodiversity 

3. Erosion mitigation  

ii. Water 

1. Quality 

2. Availability 

3. Flood management 

4. Retention 

5. Groundwater recharge 

iii. Air 

1. Climate regulation 

2. Microclimate regulation 

3. Carbon sequestration  

b. Social/human Services 

i. Ubiquitous prosperity and enjoyment 

1. Mental and physical health 

2. Active and passive recreation 

3. Aesthetic pleasure 

4. Food security 

5. Education 

6. Personal and community ownership/pride 

ii. Cultural acceptance 

1. Favorability 

2. Expectations 

3. Demographic variations 

c. Economic Services 

i. Vibrant hubs 

1. Capitalization of existing markets 

2. Increase and improve public amenity spaces 

3. Promote lingering and alternative personal transportation 
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ii. Derelict hubs 

1. Catalysts for economic growth 

2. Salvaging and redefining existing cultural centers   

iii. Private and public real estate markets 

1. Income generation for residents and communities 

a. Vegetables, fruits, bees, grasshoppers, etc.  

3. Temporal and Spatial Context 

a. Historical Reflection 

i. Economic/Industrial History 

1. Transportation 

2. Manufacturing and production 

3. Advancing technology  

ii. Geo-Physical History 

1. Geomorphology 

2. Evolution of natural systems and processes 

iii. Social History 

1. Demographic changes 

2. Movement and displacement of social groups 

b. Locally and Regionally Place Specific 

i. Sense of place and belonging  

c. Multiple Trajectories and Equilibriums/States 

d. Cultural Sensitivities  

i. Informal customs and traditions 

ii. Memory stabilization and remembrance 

iii. Cultural values 

iv. Avoiding discrimination and alienation  

4. Planning, Design, and Construction Process 

a. Networks and connectivity 

b. Patches and corridors 

c. Systemic approaches 

d. Multiple spatial and temporal scale consideration 

e. Biophilia 

f. Aesthetics 

5. Physical Design and Planning Strategies 

a. Utilization of existing capital 

i. Engage local communities for participatory visioning   

1. Neighborhood associations 

2. Producer cooperatives 

3. Common property owners 

4. Volunteer service providers 
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5. NGOs 

ii. Engage private enterprise to formulate strategies 

1. Alternative survey, analysis, design, and construction methods 

2. Alternative financing, investment, and property acquisition 

opportunities 

3. Public/private partnerships  

6. Institutional, Legal, and Political Regimes 

a. Police powers 

i. Zoning, environmental regulations, land use ordinances, and eminent domain  

b. Property ownership and rental agreements 

i. Covenants, conditions, deeds, and restrictions 

c. Inter-jurisdictional policies, programs, and regulations 

i. Accessibility, environmental, security and surveillance 

d. Non-prescriptive incentive and persuasion leadership 

i. Tax incentives 

ii. Seed grants 

iii. Bond revenues 

iv. Homesteading 

v. Low-interest loans 

vi. Shell building and preliminary site permitting/construction    

7. Monitoring, Modeling, Management, and Measurement 

a. Research and experimentation 

b. Quantifiable data collection 

i. Assessment of current strategies 

ii. Justification of proposed strategies 

c. Modeling 

i. Simulation 

ii. Heuristic 

iii. Statistical 

iv. Phenomenological 

d. Forecasted alternative scenarios   

 

Figure 7: Principles for Landscape Design and Planning 
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CHAPTER THREE: CASE STUDY EXAMINATION  

“Responding to the current state of decaying infrastructures and ecological pressures, 

new models and practices are beginning to challenge the dogma of neoliberal 

deregulation.”  - Pierre Belanger, 2010 Redefining Infrastructure pg. 345 

Context Within Project 

The previous literature review yielded important insights into current trends, beliefs, and 

evidence surrounding contemporary urban ecology and system dynamics theories.  However, a 

simple investigation of written works is not enough to adequately depict the complexities of this 

project’s objectives.  To better understand challenges and posit solutions in a West Baltimore 

setting, initiatives in three similar American cities will be explored.  Like Baltimore, Atlanta, 

Cleveland, and Philadelphia are currently experiencing vacancy rates of epidemic proportions.  

Causes of vacancy differs among cities, as does respective mitigation approaches.  This research 

methodology is a critical analysis of urban greening projects in terms of their social and 

ecological value. 

Research Methodology 

A collective case study (multiple instrumental case study) research design methodology 

(Creswell, 2013) is presented in this chapter.  The collective case study will examine specific 

attributes of urban projects intended to enhance social and environmental resilience.  A brief 

overview of each city’s vacancy histories will be provided as well as a comparison of size, scope 

and financial strategies.  Among diverse body of work exists surrounding urban socioecological 

revitalization, the Redfields to Greenfields concept has emerged as a popular framework.  

Overall, this framework aims to transform financially distressed real estate (“in the red”) into 
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public parks (“Redfields to Greenfields” Georgia Institute of Technology and Georgia Tech 

Research Institute, 2017).  Urban greenspace acts as a placeholder until real estate markets 

potentially rebound.  Redfields to Greenfields has gained momentum and has won support from 

researchers, professional practitioners, and politicians.  Dereck Douglas, Special Assistant to 

Former President Barack Obama for Urban Affairs on the Domestic Policy Council stated in 

2010, “If you take these three broad policy goals [economic competitiveness, environmental 

sustainability and social inclusion] and you overlay them on Redfields to Greenfields, it’s a 

perfect match”.      

Although not all case studies explicitly represent Baltimore-specific issues, mitigation 

strategies can be transposed to a Baltimore context.  These cities were chosen specifically for 

their responsiveness to population decline, degraded ecological systems, socially and politically 

marginalized demographics, and a lack of accessible safe public greenspaces.  The Redfields to 

Greenfields approach is specifically applicable in Baltimore to cauterize urban blight spread and 

provisioning of ecological function.   

Redfields to Greenfields 

Redfields to Greenfields originated as an academic research effort at the Georgia Tech 

Research Institute and the Georgia Institute of Technology to analyze efficacy converting 

financially distressed properties to public greenspaces.  Benefits of public greenspace are multi-

dimensional within urban contexts.  Parks can serve as a catalyst for economic investment, as 

property value appreciation is typically associated with proximity to greenspace.  Redfields to 

Greenfields has now been adopted by 14 universities and eleven US cities including Atlanta, 

Cleveland, Denver, Miami, Philadelphia, Wilmington, Detroit, Hilton Head, Los Angeles, 

Phoenix, and Houston.  Although Baltimore is not included, principles of Redfields to 
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Greenfields are directly applicable, as many of the listed cities are historically similar and face 

comparable modern challenges.  University research can then inform local urban planning and 

design decisions in the respective cities. 

Financially distressed properties are typically acquired by public or nonprofit entities for 

property transformation.  Financial strategies from a public or private land banks are crucial for 

Redfields to Greenfields success (“Land Banking FAQ” Center for Community Progress, 2017).  

Land banks have been created to specifically manage undesirable properties that private 

enterprise may otherwise discard (Alexander, 2011).  Land banks are sometimes granted specific 

legal authority for leveraging community redevelopment.  Intensified legal authorities include 

rights such as a cost-free tax foreclosure process, tax-free land holdings, forgiveness of property 

liens, back tax alleviation, and temporary use leases (“Land Banking FAQ” Center for 

Community Progress).  Because tax delinquency is a harbinger of negligent property ownership 

and vacancy, legal authority in the tax foreclosure process is one of land bank’s most powerful 

tools (Alexander, 2011).  Land banks are commonly funded by revenue from grants, government 

general fund appropriations, and revenue from property sales.  Because land banks usually 

operate at a municipal scale, localized values and community engagement are perhaps more 

likely to be realized, as opposed to broader scale revitalization efforts or nonlocal private 

development.      

Redfields to Greenfields case studies in Atlanta, Cleveland, and Philadelphia are 

presented below.  The intent of the case studies is to yield important insights into ongoing 

revitalization efforts.  These strategies will then be considered in subsequent spatial design and 

policy recommendations for the Gwynns Falls corridor in West Baltimore.                
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Atlanta, Georgia 

Overview and Background  

Following the 2008 real estate market collapse, Georgia leads the nation in bank failures.  

Approximately one third of Georgia’s banks are under federal or state enforcement actions.  As a 

result, Atlanta is currently inundated with foreclosed vacant properties.  From 2000 to 2005, 

Atlanta was largest market for single family residential developments.  Banks began lending to 

questionably unqualified loaners.  Following 2008, many Atlantean properties are appraised less 

than vacant land primarily due to oversupply.  Vacant lots are selling as low as ten cents on the 

dollar (“Redfields to Greenfields” Georgia Institute of Technology and Georgia Tech Research 

Institute, 2017).  In some areas of the city, this excessive real estate is causing urban blight and 

deteriorating natural systems.     

In addition to a surplus of vacant properties, Atlanta’s total public park space is woefully 

inadequate.  The city’s per capita ratio of park space is one of the lowest in the nation.  Park 

space covers less than 1% of Atlanta’s total area, and no public greenspace is larger than one-

tenth of a square mile (City of Atlanta GIS [Parks Shapefile], 2017. 

Size and Scope 

 Somewhat of a blanket approach to identifying and converting redfield properties is 

occurring in Atlanta.  Because owners are not listing properties in nonviable markets, these 

properties remain stagnant, crippling community integrity.  A build-out goal of property 

conversion includes creating 6,500 acres of parkland and 780 miles of greenbelt construction.  

Within the interstate 285 perimeter, an estimated 2,850 acres of properties are expected to be 

converted.  Outside the perimeter, Atlanta has a goal of 50% for-sale land reclamation, totaling 

roughly 13,000 acres of greenspace (“Redfields to Greenfields” Georgia Institute of Technology 
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and Georgia Tech Research Institute, 2017).  The BeltLine project is an ongoing public project 

converting roughly 22 miles of nonessential railroad tracks.  Regional public transit, trails, parks, 

affordable housing, environmental remediation, arboretums, and urban farms are proposed in the 

master plan (“The Atlanta BeltLine in 5” Atlanta BeltLine, 2017).  As of 2017, 750 acres of the 

BeltLine have been planned, with 50% already acquired.  Another linear corridor project, the 

Peachtree Creek Greenbelt, has 1,500 acres labeled for trail connections and watershed riparian 

buffers.  Additionally, neighborhood-scaled interventions have been introduced in South Atlanta.  

Over 400 properties have been publicly acquired in the Peoplestown, Pittsburgh, Adair Park, and 

adjacent neighborhoods.  Within these 400 properties, 300 acres is currently slated for 

demolition and greenfield redevelopment.  Property identification, acquisition, retention, and 

transformation is channeled through two governmental land banks.  One land bank is responsible 

for Fulton County and City of Atlanta, and an additional for DeKalb County.     

Financing  

Under the Land Bank Authority (LBA), Atlanta’s land banks have some key strategies to 

acquire risky declining properties, including sheriff and marshal deeds, tax abatement for 

approved greenfield projects, in addition to other land banking strategies discussed above.  

Sheriff deeds occur in public auctions, typically from lenders repossessing properties following 

unpaid obligations.  Tax abatement authority allows the LBA to eliminate back/current taxes for 

redeveloping redfield properties.  Research from the Georgia Institute of Technology and 

Georgia Tech Research Institute estimates that $5 billion would be required to transform 10,000 

acres of blight in Atlanta.  This includes costs associated with acquisition, due diligence, 

demolition, design, construction, as well as ten years of public operation and maintenance.  In 

redeveloped areas, personal and commercial properties have appreciated upwards of 30% more 
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than external comparable properties.  City officials expect BeltLine properties to spur over $20 

billion of economic development during its 25-year construction process, creating an estimated 

78,000 new jobs (“Redfields to Greenfields” Georgia Institute of Technology and Georgia Tech 

Research Institute, 2017).  Similar efforts have also been employed in Cleveland, Ohio to 

mitigate comparable issues to those of Atlanta.  

Table 1: Atlanta, GA Redfields to Greenfields Highlights 

Variable Value 

Key Terms Pilot city applied academic research, 

BeltLine, Rails to Trails, overbuild, housing 

foreclosures, 2008 housing crash, greenspace 

inequity, governmental land banks 

Vacancy Chief Causes Preceding the 2008 housing crash, real estate 

markets largely flourished.   

Following the crash, a surplus of real estate 

remained with limited demand. 

City Area 134 square miles 

Population 472,500 

Vacancy Rate 4.3% (17,400 units)  

Approaches to Vacancy Remediation 2 government land banks are responsible for 

derelict property acquisition and 

transformation into public park space. 

Total Land Identified for Vacancy 

Remediation 

20 square miles (15% of city area) 

Initiative Scales Metropolitan (BeltLine) and neighborhood 

(South Atlanta areas) 

Public Park Space (Includes Transformed 

Properties) 

0.82 square miles (0.61% of city area) 

*Data reflects 2017 averages and estimations.  

Cleveland, Ohio 

Overview and Background 

Cleveland, Ohio faces staggering foreclosure rates which has resulted in colossal volumes of 

underutilized building stock.  The city suffers from roughly 17,000 vacant properties, accounting 
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for just over 4% of total housing stock.  Combined with a dwindling population, vast areas of the 

city have become derelict.  “Supported by a strong, citywide, public nonprofit partnership, and a 

broad base of residents, Reimagining Cleveland is a vacant land reuse initiative that creates 

sustainable solutions to vacancy while building a movement of solidarity and stewardship” 

(Alexander, 2011).  Reimagining Cleveland projects are supported by efforts from The 

Cleveland Neighborhood Progress, a local community development funding intermediary.  In 

partnership with local organizations such as nonprofits, community development corporations, 

residents, and Kent State University, this collaborative network aims to “foster inclusive 

communities of choice opportunity throughout Cleveland”.  Three broad benefit categories 

describe the reclamation of Cleveland’s blighted landscapes: 

1. Productive use / public benefit: Whether vacant properties are developed with buildings and 

infrastructure, preserved as open space, or put into productive use as agriculture or energy 

generation sites, they should provide an economic return, a community benefit, and/or an 

enhancement to natural ecosystems. 

2. Ecosystem function: Storm water management, soil restoration, air quality, carbon 

sequestration, urban heat island effects, biodiversity, and wildlife habitat should be 

incorporated into plans for vacant sites in the City. 

3. Remediation: Remove the risk to human health and the environment from environmental 

pollutants at vacant sites, either with targeted remediation projects or with long-term 

incremental strategies (“Ideas to Action” Kent State University – Cleveland Urban Design 

Collaborative, 2017). 
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Size and Scope 

 Cleveland’s most socially and environmentally marginalized areas experience 

tremendously high vacancy rates, in some cases blighting entire neighborhoods.  Three principles 

serve as a basis for formulating the strategic reuse of vacant urban land: 

1. Stabilization and holding strategies for areas of the city where new development is 

anticipated;  

2. Greenspace expansion and green infrastructure to improve ecological systems, increase 

access to parks and amenities, and improve public health; and  

3. Productive strategies (including urban agriculture and the generation of alternative energy) to 

extract an economic benefit from vacant land (“Ideas to Action” Reimagining Cleveland, 

2017). 

 Since the project’s inception in 1988, 156 vacant land reuse projects have been 

commenced.  Rather than investing in large real estate ventures and potentially risking forced 

migration of indigenous residents, Reimagining Cleveland primarily invests in smaller-scale 

projects such as vineyards, orchards, market gardens, pocket parks, and stream bed 

reconstruction projects.  Conversion projects are typically individual single-family parcels 

sporadically located around the city, primarily concentrated in disinvested neighborhoods.  

Cleveland Neighborhood Progress also partners with other organizations offering workforce 

development, education, personal financing, and start-up business resources.   

Efforts in Cleveland are characteristic of a smaller-scale ground-up approach, whereas 

endeavors in Atlanta are more characteristic of larger-scale top-down strategies.  While 

successes are discernible in both cities, fundamental differences in combative techniques are 

evident, namely surrounding land banking financial strategies.  
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Financing  

Kent State University research suggests approximately $2 billion is required to 

significantly cauterize Cleveland’s failing neighborhoods using the Redfields to Greenfields 

approach.  This estimate accounts for the acquisition and transformation of 150 acres of land.  To 

date, Cleveland Neighborhood Progress has secured over $2.5 million for this purpose.  

Supplementing Cleveland Neighborhood Progress are two land banks, one serving the city, and 

another adjacent Cuyahoga county.  

The City of Cleveland employs a governmental land bank, while the surrounding 

Cuyahoga County is serviced by a private nonprofit land bank.  Much of the funding is derived 

from penalties and accumulated intertest from tax-delinquent properties, a granted legal 

authority.  Annually, delinquent taxes and accrued interest supply the Cuyahoga Land bank with 

roughly $8 million.  Secondly, grants supplement these secondary taxes.  Thirdly, sales of 

acquired properties to vetted real estate development entities provide further funding.   

A notably important aspect of the Cuyahoga Land Bank scheme is the “Strategic Land 

Assembly”.  In many cases, developers seek large connected areas containing properties with 

limited environmental, easement, title, etc. constraints to land development, making for more 

lucrative investments.  Older industrial cities often have prior land uses that conflict these 

preferred land characteristics, requiring additional efforts.  Mandated environmental remediation, 

fragmented properties, and limited modern infrastructure often diminish property attractiveness.  

Cleveland acknowledges opportunities of strategically acquiring properties exhibiting such 

undesirable characteristics with the intent of forming a spatial network.  Previously fragmented 

properties can form social and ecological corridors of large swaths of land.  By performing some 

of the initial legwork of acquiring and conglomerating land, post-industrial properties become 
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more attractive to potential investors.  As of 2011, the Cuyahoga Land Bank owned roughly 800 

properties, of which roughly 30% were vacant lots.  As funding and successes have increased, 

the Cuyahoga Land Bank owns roughly 3,800 city and county properties as of 2018.  Of these 

3,800 properties, roughly 75% are vacant parcels.  Because of lesser demolition costs, vacant lots 

are well-poised for remediation and redevelopment.  Nonetheless, dilapidated real estate markets 

and insufficient demand sometimes do not warrant immediate developer or rehabber purchase.  

Until significant demand rises, the land bank offers several property preservation strategies.  

Winterization, door and window securement, graffiti washing, and landscaping maintenance help 

ensure a safe holding pattern for properties as to not advance the spread of neighborhood blight.   

Strategies utilized by Cleveland area land banks procures funding, acquisition, 

redevelopment, and maintenance resources for vulnerable properties.  These tactics have proven 

successful in mitigating neighborhood blight.  A city with similar problems, Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, also has enacted specific strategies for abating blight.        
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Table 2: Cleveland, OH Redfields to Greenfields Highlights                       

Variable Value 

Key Terms Deindustrialization, population loss, shrinking 

city, housing foreclosures, blanket vacancy 

targeting, parcel scale remediation, ground-up 

approach, Kent State Research, private land 

bank, vacant property stabilization   

Vacancy Chief Causes Deindustrialization, suburbanization, and 

population loss combined with housing 

foreclosures from the 2008 housing crash 

have left behind a surplus of residential 

housing.   

City Area 83 square miles 

Population 385,000 

Vacancy Rate 12% (25,200 units)  

Approaches to Vacancy Remediation Vacant properties are acquired by a nonprofit 

landbank with financial assistance from a 

funding intermediary.  

Other organizations are responsible for site 

design and construction.   

Total Properties Identified for Vacancy 

Remediation 

156 

Initiative Scales Primarily targeting individual parcels for site 

scale improvements 

Public Park Space (Includes Transformed 

Properties) 

4.9 square miles (6% of city area) 

*Data reflects 2017 averages and estimations.  

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Overview and Background 

Philadelphia, like Cleveland and Baltimore, has noticed significant population decline, 

due in part to deindustrialization beginning circa 1950, like Baltimore.  During the latter half of 

the twentieth century, Philadelphia’s population dropped 31%.  An estimated 25,000 homes and 

15,000 lots lie in abandonment and deterioration (“Vacant Property Strategy” City of 

Philadelphia Department of Licenses and Inspection, 2017).  Striking similarities exist between 
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Philadelphian and Baltimorean population decline and subsequent vacancies.  In both cities, loss 

of industrial jobs and population exoduses left vast amounts of the city abandoned, surrendering 

to environmental and social issues.  As evidenced by dwindling median prices per acre in the city 

(as low as $20), these lands have no demand and are typically unconsidered for development. 

 An overwhelming lack of accessibility to Philadelphia’s public greenspaces.  The 

Philadelphia City Planning Commission (PCPC) estimates that 13% of Philadelphians are 

underserved by public greenspace, as characterized by living outside a ten-minute walk.  

Generally, this populous is low-income and socioeconomically disparate.  Population decline has 

recently slowed due to resurgences in downtown and urban lifestyles among young people.  City 

projections forecast slight population increases in immediate years, estimating a 3% rise from 

2015 to 2025 (“Strategic Plan & Performance Report” Philadelphia Land Bank, 2017).  

However, these projections remain far below peak population, of which much city infrastructure 

was initially built to support.   

Philadelphia City government has developed strategies pursuing abatement of negative 

socioecological effects caused by derelict properties and absentee owners.  These strategies aim 

to stabilize vulnerable markets through the creation of needed urban greenspace.  Redfields to 

Greenfields conventions remain at the core of these endeavors. 

 The municipal government is responsible for land banking, namely property acquisition 

and disposition.  Using available diverse resources, the city has developed procedures 

incorporating multiple city departments, including the PCPC Geographic Information System 

(GIS), Department of Revenue, Licenses and Inspections (L+I), city land holding agencies, and 

the Office of Property Assessment.  A multi-departmental collaboration was in response to a less 

than successful 2012 singular departmental attempt to identify and acquire vacant properties.  
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Prior to 2012, 15% of city-acquired property any buyer interest whatsoever.  Since the 2012 

restructuring, roughly 10,000 vacant and dilapidated properties have been secured, a 46% 

increase. (“Vacant Property Strategy” City of Philadelphia Department of Licenses and 

Inspection, 2017).  Real estate prioritization strategies have been developed to consider the 

individual property and contextual factors.  Property prioritization is outlined using the following 

objectives:  

1. Acquire properties adjacent to existing city owned properties to create larger public land 

assemblages. 

2. Identify properties with the most outstanding L+I public liens and tax delinquencies. 

3. Opportunity sites eliminating blight in strong real estate markets.  

4. Increase public open space and community gardens. 

5. Private side and rear yard property aggregation. 

6. Housing and mixed-use development. 

7. Business expansion projects.   

Financing  

 Like Atlanta and Cleveland, the Philadelphia land bank system has been vital for 

impediment of socioecological decay.  Vacant housing is tremendously costly for both the city 

and residents.  A 2010 study revealed that vacant real estate has caused a decrease of total nearby 

property values of $3.6 billion (Heckert and Mennis, 2012).  City-wide, vacants can decrease 

adjacent properties by upwards of $6,500.  Tax loss and population decline significantly alter 

city budgets.  The city estimates over $20 million in public maintenance costs have been 

dedicated to nuisances associated with vacant and dilapidated properties.  An estimated $2 

million is lost annually to uncollected property taxes from these vacancies.  Philadelphia’s 
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citywide average tax delinquency per parcel is $6,450, a 4% depreciation from the $147,000 

median home value.  Despite these properties being privately owned, public entities bear 

financial responsibility for providing waste, pollution, pests, police, fire, etc. resources.  When 

property is purchased from the land bank by a private investor, redevelopment efforts are 

mandatory within one year of purchase (Heckert and Mennis, 2012).  Conversely, real estate 

transactions from more traditional Sheriff’s sales have no such timely requirement.  

Philadelphia’s decision to handle tax delinquent properties within government, as 

opposed to relinquishing responsibility to private markets, was influenced by a detailed 

feasibility study conducted by The Wharton School and Econsult Solutions.  The financial study 

compared benefits of governmental land bank acquisitions to that of traditional private sales, 

namely Sheriff’s sales and tax lien auctions.  The financial model incorporates an anticipated 

growth in property acquisition, using a five-year goal of 2,650 properties (“Vacant Property 

Strategy” City of Philadelphia Department of Licenses and Inspection, 2017).  Year one 

acquisitions are shown below.  The financial model concluded significant potential revenue 

generation and savings from acquisition and disposition through public channels. 
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Table 3: Outcome Comparison of Traditional to Land Bank Property Acquisition in Philadelphia  

Sheriff’s Sales 

Process Alone 

 Sales through 

Land Banking 

Processes 

 

Upfront 

Revenue 

Annual 

Savings 

(Years 1-10) 

Upfront 

Revenue 

Annual 

Savings 

(Years 1-10) 

Year One: 269 

Properties 

$709,000 $25,000 Year One: 269 

Properties  

$2,138,000 $48,000 

* Adapted from 2017 Philadelphia Land Bank Strategic Plan and Performance Report.    

Table 4: Philadelphia, PA Redfields to Greenfields Highlights 

Variable Value 

Key Terms Deindustrialization, suburbanization, 

population loss, shrinking city, greenspace 

inequity, governmental land bank  

Vacancy Chief Causes Deindustrialization, suburbanization, shifting 

economies, and population loss have caused 

large amounts of vacant houses 

City Area 142 square miles 

Population 1.6 million 

Vacancy Rate 9% (43,000 vacants)  

Approaches to Vacancy Remediation The City of Philadelphia has initiated a 

multidepartment approach through its land 

bank to remediate blight.  

Properties abutting exiting city-owned 

properties are generally prioritized.  

Total Properties Identified for Vacancy 

Remediation 

10,000 

Initiative Scales Primarily individual parcels and units 

Public Park Space (Includes Transformed 

Properties) 

17 square miles (12% of city area) 

*Data reflects 2017 averages and estimations.  
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Concluding Analysis  

Atlanta, Cleveland, and Philadelphia have experienced similar problems concerning 

vacant landscapes and absentee ownership.  Financially distressed properties in all cities have 

significantly crippled real estate markets and contributed to neighborhood decline.  While all 

addressing problems under a similar framework, the above case studies reflect decisively 

different approaches.   

Because these initiatives are relatively new, a full scope of consequences is difficult to 

realize.  Understanding diverse strategies for the acquisition and disposition of vulnerable 

landscapes is necessary for this project’s Baltimore context.  Baltimore also has initiated 

measures to curtail social and environmental blight in the city’s most susceptible areas.  

Baltimore features multiple projects, programs and initiatives from both public and private 

outlets.  The following chapter will examine Baltimore’s mitigation strategies using a similar 

framework as the above case studies.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: BALTIMORE INITIATIVES  

“All of Baltimore’s social, economic, and political issues are encapsulated by the vacant 

houses.”  - Jeff Singer, University of Maryland, Baltimore [The Washington Post], 2015   

Overview and Background 

 The magnitude of Baltimore’s vacant property crisis cannot be understated.  Roughly 

30,000 properties remain in abandonment, approximately 13% of total housing stock.  As 

highlighted in Chapter One, decades of deindustrialization, exclusionary planning and real estate 

tactics and disproportionate investment has culminated into a perfect storm.  Most negatively 

impacted areas include West Baltimore neighborhoods such as Shipley Hill, Mt. Clare, and 

Westport.  These and other nearby disinvested neighborhoods experience increased crime and 

poverty rates, public health hazards, and limited education opportunities.  Research links highly 

vacant neighborhoods to detrimental social and environmental decline.  Vacant properties attract 

and host vagrant activities, perpetuating a vicious cycle of blight, vagrancy, population decline, 

and lessened property values - leading to more vacancy.  Diminished property values inhibit 

nearby property owners from asset building and discourages resident investment.  Furthermore, 

effects of vacancy reach far beyond neighborhood boundaries.  Large areas of vacant housing 

have burdened Baltimore, causing massive lost revenues from uncollected taxes and increased 

public safety management.   

Until 2002, real estate market management in Baltimore, including vacant housing, was 

handled largely by private entities.  These private entities operated under policies that did not 

adequately respond to the growing vacancy crisis.  However, then Mayor Martin O’Malley 

initiated an ambitious public goal of public acquiring 5,000 vacant properties.  Known as Project 
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5000, this was one of many citizen empowerments drives under the Baltimore Believe Campaign 

(“The Believe Campaign” Baltimore Believe, 2012).  Many real estate practices favor liquidation 

of any remaining value of blighted properties, rather than redevelopment efforts for purposes of 

social and/or environmental recovery.  Tax collection, foreclosure, and tax lien sale policies have 

arguably not been conducive to community empowerment in vulnerable neighborhoods.  These 

policies can favor real estate professionals and corporations over citizens, including would-be 

first-time home buyers. 

      

Figure 8: Demolished rowhouse end with managed lawn and demolishing waterfront factory.  

Photographs by author. 

Size and Scope 

State and local resources have been dedicated to creating policies and programs to 

address the vacancy epidemic that has come to define many Baltimore neighborhoods.  These 

initiatives vary in size, scope, and compliance with other programs.  Although neither Baltimore 

City or County have a specifically dedicated land bank, as present in the Chapter Three case 

studies, the Vacants to Values Program’s conglomerated initiatives forms a similar approach. 

Since 2005, Baltimore has dramatically increased municipal policy reformation and 

piloted initiatives targeting issues related to vacancy, beginning with assistance solicitation from 

the National Vacant Properties Campaign.  Rather than viewing blight and vacancy explicitly as 
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obstacles, blight is observed as an opportunity to resolve socioecological issues.  These 

opportunities include: 

1. Increased social equity through the acquisition and disposition of vacant and abandoned 

properties and community outreach initiatives.  

2. Increased ecological equity through the transformation of razed properties to green 

infrastructure. 

3. An outlook consistent with urban ecology and system dynamics theories through a 

comprehensive approach to mitigating negative consequences of urban blight and 

ecological function deterioration.     

This fundamental shift in ideology has resulted in concentrated efforts in West Baltimore 

and is indicative of the Vacants to Values program outlined below.  Although the program aims 

to resolve immediately threatening concerns, absolving blight can springboard more 

comprehensive socioecological equity, and outlook consistent with urban ecology and system 

dynamics theories.  Rather than limiting revitalization efforts to palpable efforts such as 

demolition, Vacants to Value embodies more holistic motivations. 

Vacants to Values  

Former Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake initiated the Vacants to Value 

program in 2010.  Vacants to Value is an aggressive approach to battling spreading 

consequences of Baltimore’s vacant housing by using a strategic combination of tactics.  The 

program’s seven goals are used to organize Baltimore’s blight abatement strategies in this 

chapter.  Each goal is listed separately and narratively explored below highlighting context as 

well as relationships to other strategies.   
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1. Streamline the Disposition of City-Owned Properties 

Through reorganization, increased marketing, and improvement of pricing policy, we are 

making the sale of city-owned properties a clear, predictable, and transparent process. 

In Maryland, properties that owe debts to local government are subject to an annual public tax 

lien certificate auction.  These debts to the city can include back taxes or even unpaid water bills 

(“Mayor Catherine Pugh Orders Halt to Tax Sales for Baltimore Homeowners with Unpaid 

Water Bills” [Baltimore Sun] Broadwater, 2017).  Of the several thousand properties auctioned 

in 2017, Baltimore’s largest tax lien was worth $1.8 million, and the smallest $250 (“Baltimore 

City 2017 Tax Sale List” Housing Policy Watch, 2017).  The auction does not auction the 

property title, rather the transferal of debt.  The highest bidder purchases public lien(s) on the 

property.  A two-year redemption period is then required to allow original owner debt payback.  

During the redemption period, the original owner can expect to pay upwards of 18% annual 

interest to the new debt owner (“Investing in tax liens fraught with risk” [Bankrate] Weil, 2012).  

If initial debt plus interest are not collected within the redemption period, the purchaser has right 

to file for outright ownership.  If initial debts plus interest are timely paid back to the city, the 

purchaser is refunded the initial auction purchase. 

While this method of collecting debt initially provides the city owed revenue, this process 

can be a hindrance to neighborhood revitalization.  Bidders can acquire properties from 

homeowners who actively attempt regular maintenance, as even minimal city debts are 

susceptible to the tax auction.  Upon lien purchase, new owners may have no intention of 

rehabbing or even occupying the dwelling.  In some cases, properties in highly vacant 

neighborhoods are systematically targeted by slumlords, furthering vicious cycles of vacancy and 

blight.  Rather than liquidating all value from a tax auction purchase, predation of distressed 
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properties presents financial advantages, albeit questionably immoral.  For example, a property 

purchased at auction may eventually be slated for public redevelopment.  The city is typically 

required to pay fair market value to redevelop the property for public use.  So, a bidder 

purchasing a property for less than market value can potentially sell the same property to the city 

for profit.  While the city can easily recoup some money initially, this process can ultimately be 

costlier.  Furthermore, a bidder could allow for properties to remain vacant, make no 

improvements, thus promoting deterioration in the rest of a neighborhood - and make a profit.    

Primarily investor-owned neighborhoods can compound social stresses stemming from 

vacancy.  While the tax lien certificate auctions remain in place, Vacants to Values policies have 

encouraged alternative sales not exclusive to highest bidders.  Rather, selling to vetted investors 

who are willing and able to rehab derelict properties (Jacobson, 2015).         

2. Streamline Code Enforcement in Stronger Neighborhoods 

Through streamlined code enforcement we are forcing scattered vacants in otherwise strong 

neighborhoods to rehabilitation without ever going to court. 

Vacancy is not characteristic of all Baltimore neighborhoods.  In some areas, vacancies account 

for a fraction of total real estate scattered in otherwise functional neighborhoods.  Baltimore has 

prioritized protecting mainly stable neighborhoods from contagious blight, in part through strict 

housing ordinance enforcement.  These “Transitional Blocks” are strong enough markets to 

leverage private investment with minimal municipal litigation threats.  The city aims to annually 

target 1,000 vacants in transitional neighborhoods for stability securement.  New code citations 

emerged under Vacants to Value including $250 fines for dilapidated occupied homes and $900 

fines for vacant structures within Transitional Blocks.  When fines and citations are insufficient 
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influence to motivate owner maintenance, the city can implement a legal process known as 

receivership to leverage property repairs and upkeep. 

A real estate receiver can be defined as “a court-appointed individual who is given custodial 

responsibility over real property that serves as collateral for a loan in default”, typically an 

outcome of foreclosure. (“Receiver’s Role” [CCIM Institute] Tullius and Littrell, 2017).  In 

Maryland, any property deemed neglected or vacant is subject to receivership (“How 

Receivership Works in Commercial Real Estate” Property Metrics, 2017).  Baltimore’s 

Department of Housing and Community Development (BCDHCD) retains lawyers filing suit 

against negligent owners.  Attorneys petition city courts to relinquish ownership, and turnover 

rights to a third-party receiver.  In Baltimore, the receiver is a nonprofit, One House At A Time 

(OHAAT).  OHAAT sells distressed properties to vetted organizations and individuals with 

means and motive for rehabilitation (“A Nonprofit that Streamlines the Transfer of Vacant 

Properties to You” OHAAT, 2017).  Prior to the 2010 initiation of Vacants to Values, less than 

100 receivership cases were filed.  As of 2015, the city was filing 60 to 90 cases on a weekly 

basis (Jacobson, 2015).  In the first four years of Vacants to Values, BCDHCD reported almost 

22% of all receivership filings resulted in OHAAT sales.  While 22% is arguably a low turnover 

rate, the city actively continues receivership litigation in support of mounting successes 

(Jacobson, 2015).           

3. Facilitate Investment in Emerging Markets  

On high-vacancy blocks near areas of strength, we’re partnering with committed, capitalized 

developers on a set of Community Development Clusters. 

Smaller scale efforts include the formation of “Community Development Clusters”.  Like 

Transitional Blocks, Community Development Clusters are defined as deteriorating streets or 
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blocks proximately located to more stable blocks.  Prior to formal identification of clusters, 

Baltimore’s strategy for this scale redevelopment largely included obtaining public ownership 

and packaging for single bid.  Not only was this process slow and inefficient, it also risked 

selling properties to negligent owners with no intention of equitable redevelopment. 

Because the Community Redevelopment Clusters target block-scale redevelopment, smaller 

development teams are well poised to offer site scale interventions.  Such partners often include 

internal city departments, limited liability companies (LLC), nonprofits, individuals, and private 

planning and design firms.  Nonprofit consultants such as the Parks and People Foundation and 

the Neighborhood Design Center not only provide design proposals, but also secure public 

funding for community gardens, parks, recreation amenities, outdoor classrooms, etc.  Below are 

examples of vacancy statuses representing three Community Redevelopment Clusters in West 

Baltimore.  The tables highlight remaining challenges and realized successes of ambitious policy 

goals.  Differences in publicly and privately-owned properties varies widely among the different 

neighborhoods.  For example, city property acquisition in Union Square has been effective, while 

acquisition remains low in Westport.  Properties “under inspection” are consistently high in all 

neighborhoods.  This is likely due to the lengthy ordinance citation process and sheer volume of 

vacant properties. 

Table 5: Westport Neighborhood Vacancies 

Westport Neighborhood 

Community Redevelopment 

Cluster 

Total Vacant Properties: 96 

Ownership Status Enforcement Strategy 

City Owned: 3%  Approved Demolition: 2% 

LLC/Private 

Entity/Individually 

Owned: 97% 

Receivership Case Filed: 16% 

Under Inspection/Ordinance 

Enforcement: 79% 

Already City Owned (no 

enforcement): 3% 
*Adapted from data obtained from the Housing Authority of Baltimore  
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Table 6: Edmonson Neighborhood Vacancies 

Edmonson Avenue 

Neighborhood Community 

Redevelopment Cluster 

Total Vacant Properties: 34 

Ownership Status Enforcement Strategy 

City Owned: 65%  Approved Demolition: 0% 

LLC/Private 

Entity/Individually 

Owned: 35% 

Receivership Case Filed: 6% 

Under Inspection/Ordinance 

Enforcement: 29% 

Already City Owned (no 

enforcement): 65% 
*Adapted from data obtained from the Housing Authority of Baltimore  

Table 7: Union Square Neighborhood Vacancies 

Union Square Neighborhood 

Community Redevelopment 

Cluster 

Total Vacant Properties: 23 

Ownership Status Enforcement Strategy 

City Owned: 13%  Approved Demolition: 0% 

LLC/Private 

Entity/Individually 

Owned: 87% 

Receivership Case Filed: 35% 

Under Inspection/Ordinance 

Enforcement: 52% 

Already City Owned (no 

enforcement): 13% 
*Adapted from data obtained from the Housing Authority of Baltimore  

4. Target Homebuying Incentives 

A variety of local, state, and federal programs offer incentives for buying a home in 

Baltimore City. Through Vacants to Value these incentives are being targeted to encourage 

the purchase of previously vacant homes. 

The 2016 US Census reported 46.6% of almost 300,000 units to be owner occupied in Baltimore 

City.  The other 53.4% are tenants, paying a city monthly rent of $974 (“QuickFacts Baltimore 

City, Maryland; United States” United States Census Bureau, 2016).  The city is pushing 

affordable home ownership using a variety of avenues.  Incentivized mortgages, employer-based 

incentives (for government employees), historic preservation, military assistance, down payment 

and closing cost aide, renovation and rehabilitation funding, as well as tax credits and rebates are 

available for qualified prospective homeowners (“Financial Incentives” Live Baltimore, 2017). 
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Additionally, the city has created the following eight impetuses (“Homebuying Incentives” 

BCDHCD, 2017):  

1. Good Neighbors Program: $500,000 $5,000 five-year forgivable loans for teachers, 

firefighters, and police officers Assisting 100 Vacants to Value Homebuyers. 

2. Community Development Block Grants (CDBG) Homeownership Program: $300,000 

$5,000 five-year forgivable loans Assisting 60 Vacants to Value Homebuyers Settlement.  

3. Expense Grants: $250,000 $5,000 loans assisting 50 Vacants to Value Homebuyers. 

4. Buying Into Baltimore Program: $200,000 $5,000 grants to qualified trolley tour. 

participants For Vacants to Value Homebuyers (An increase of $2,000 over standard 

program) 

5. Live Near Your Work Program: $200,000 $6,000 maximum for Vacants to Value 

Homebuyers ($3,000 City and $3,000 Employer match). 

6. Maryland Grand Slam: In 2015, $3 million was dedicated to promoting home ownership 

in Baltimore City, aiding as estimated 400 homebuyers.  This money was channeled 

through the Maryland Mortgage Program (MMP), a government project providing 

support for first time homebuyers and low-income families.  The Grand Slam is 

characterized by a three-pronged approach: (1) An interest rate 0.25% below the regular 

Maryland Mortgage Program (MMP); (2) a $5,000 grant for down payment and closing 

costs from the State of Maryland, (3) a $2,500 grant for down payment and closing cost 

assistance from the city (“Financial Incentives” Live Baltimore, 2017).  Although this 

initiative is no longer operational, the MMP continues to offer incentives to impoverished 

demographics. 
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7. Urban Homesteading (Dollar House Program): In 1973, then Baltimore Mayor William 

Donald Schaefer initiated a popular homebuying incentive known as the “Dollar House 

Program”.  This program permitted sales of city-owned vacant properties to prospective 

homebuyers for $1.  Homebuyers were contractually obligated to pay for property 

rehabilitation, with assistance from federal grants.  These grants offered an attractive 1% 

interest loans for rehabbers.  Targeted neighborhoods in 1973 included Otterbein, Barre 

Circle, and Stirling Street, now exclusive downtown neighborhoods near the Inner 

Harbor.  The program has ended; however, city councilwoman Mary-Pat Clark is calling 

for the revival of the once successful program.  Proponents of dollar homes argue 

estimated costs of rowhouse upwards of $23,000 is wasteful, when rowhouses could be 

renovated for less cost.  The original federal funding for low interest construction loans is 

now extinguished, however city bonds can potentially augment construction costs 

(“Advocates Pack City Hall to Push for Revival of Baltimore’s $1 Homes Program” 

[Baltimore Sun] Broadwater, 2017).  Clark also notes potential employment from local 

minority-led contractors.  Companies local to the West Baltimore area can apprentice 

indigenous young people and offer job training while positively changing their 

communities (“Push to Bring Back Baltimore’s ‘Dollar Home’ Program” [ABC2], 2017).  

Restoration of dollar houses has not been approved, nor have targeted areas been 

determined.              

8. Vacants to Value Booster Grant: Under the Vacants to Values Program, individuals and 

private entities may use this Booster Grant when purchasing vacant property for purposes 

of rehabilitation.  The incentive offers up to $10,000 in down payment and closing costs 
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assistance to qualified participants.  According to Live Baltimore, the following property 

and homebuyer attributes are required for eligibility: 

o   Property must be a city-designated vacant for at least one year. This includes City 

owned property, as well as privately-held homes that have been cited by Baltimore 

Housing. 

o   Homebuyer must earn their Homeownership Counseling Certificate from a City-

approved counseling agency before writing a sales contract. 

o   The home must be the homebuyer’s primary residence. 

o   Incentive is a five-year forgivable loan (balance is forgiven by 20% each year, at the 

end of five years, no balance remains). 

o   “Incentive appears as a second lien on property until the balance is forgiven or repaid.” 

(“Financial Incentives” Live Baltimore, 2017) 

5. Support Large-Scale Redevelopment in Projects Already Underway 

In deeply distressed areas with concentrated abandonment, large-scale redevelopment 

remains a critical tool. As part of Vacants to Value, the City continues to support large 

projects. 

Large-scale redevelopment projects are overwhelmingly unapparent near West Baltimore 

neighborhoods and is emblematic of cyclical natures of perpetual disinvestment.  Much current 

development in Baltimore is exclusively evident in waterfront districts.  One such large-scale 

waterfront redevelopment is proposed in Port Covington.  This location is in relative proximity 

to some of Baltimore’s most vulnerable neighborhoods including Westport, Westport Homes, 

Carroll Park (public park and golf course), Mill Hill, and Shipley Hill.  This proposed 
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redevelopment encompasses roughly 260 acres with an estimated cost of $5.5 billion (“Port 

Covington” Sagamore Development, 2017). 

Sagamore Development, a real estate developer, is owned by Kevin Plank, a native 

Marylander and University of Maryland, College Park (UMD) graduate.  After a football career 

at UMD, Plank founded Under Armour, Inc., a household name in the sports clothing and 

equipment industry.  Under Armour’s corporate headquarters is in Port Covington, a peninsula 

along the Middle Branch, just south of Interstate 95 and booming Federal Hill neighborhood.  

The redevelopment proposals include new street grids serving mixed uses such as retail, office, 

commercial, as well as perimeter waterfront parks.  Under Armour owns about 160 acres of the 

total 260-acre master plan, primarily leftover vacant industrial lands.  Included in the estimated 

$5.5 billion needed for this scheme, $1.1 billion in local, state, and federal funding has been 

requested by Sagamore Development for public infrastructure improvements.  A portion of the 

$1.1 billion in requested government funding consists of $535 million in tax increment financing 

(TIF) from Baltimore City.  This TIF is the largest of its kind in Baltimore, and of national 

historic significance (“Port Covington Redevelopment Explained” Morton, Sherman, and Pate, 

[Baltimore Sun], 2017). 

Under the TIF, Sagamore Development would receive money allocated via municipal bonds 

for public infrastructure development costs.  Sagamore Development would pay back the bonds 

over 30 years, from generated property taxes upon project completion.  The entire project 

remains highly controversial.  Proponents of the plan generally argue massive redevelopment 

will benefit the city by creating thousands of jobs while revitalizing derelict post-industrial 

landscapes.  Critics warn that government funding would give excessive priority to downtown 

waterfront redevelopment, disfavoring other critically imperiled areas including West Baltimore 
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neighborhoods and exacerbating socioeconomic divides.  Furthermore, money repaid to the TIF 

is restricted from city general use and is limited to districts like Port Covington (“Port Covington 

Redevelopment Explained” Morton, Sherman, and Pate, [Baltimore Sun], 2017).                  

6. Demolish and Maintain Severely Distressed Blocks 

Recognizing that not every vacant building can be revitalized, we are also using targeted 

demolition, land banking, and active promotion of creative non-housing uses to support long-

term housing value. 

Publicly funded demolition of vacant housing is one of many tools for containing neighborhood 

dangerous blight escalation.  One such demolition initiative was conceived by Maryland 

Governor Larry Hogan in 2016, entitled Project C.O.R.E. (Creating Opportunities for Renewal 

and Enterprise). 

Project C.O.R.E is a four-year partnership between the State of Maryland Department of 

Housing and Community Development (MDHCD), the Maryland Stadium Authority, and the 

BCDHCD.  Maryland has committed $75 million, with an additional Baltimore commitment of 

$18.5 million to demolish, stabilize, or deconstruct city-owned vacant structures.  The state has 

allocated an additional $600 million to city organizations and nonprofits for the temporary reuse 

of empty lots. 

In addition to the demolition of vacant structures, Project C.O.R.E. also provides resources 

for stabilization and deconstruction of these properties.  Demolition involves complete removal 

of a structure, transportation of building materials to refuse, and leveling the site.  Stabilization 

of vacant properties preserves structural integrity of the original building, secures doors and 

windows, as well as general aesthetic maintenance such as landscaping.  Deconstruction allows 
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for collection and reuse of materials such as hardwood floors, pipes, bricks, and lumber.  This 

process offers potential for workforce development using existing local labor pools, building a 

local minority workforce.  Because not every property under Project C.O.R.E is demolished, 

properties are measured as “units of blight removed”.   

Aiming to maximize efficacy, Project C.O.R.E. concentrates on a half- and whole-block 

remediation in “stressed housing markets” where 6-30% of houses are vacant.  Of Baltimore’s 

297 neighborhoods, 120 fit this vacancy category (40.4%).  This large-scale demolition method 

is more efficient due to complications with shared walls and roofs of rowhouses.  Project 

C.O.R.E.’s June Quarter Four 2017 Fiscal Year report, disclosed 1,186 units of blight removed 

(“FY17 Q4 Quarterly Report” MDHCD, 2017).  In Mill Hill and Shipley Hill, seven parcel 

conglomerates have been listed for future action or are currently in remediation.    

7. Provide Concentrated Green, Healthy, and Sustainable Home and Neighborhood 

Improvements  

Weatherization, stabilization, and rehabilitation strategies are being implemented to help low-

income residents create more energy efficient, comfortable, and safe living environments. 

Vacants to Values has secured funding for energy conservation services to qualified 

homeowners.  The LIGHT Program (Leading Innovation for a Green and Healthy Tomorrow) 

facilitates lower energy consumption through installation of efficient building materials and 

home products.  LIGHT parallels Vacants to Values goals by offering services to rehabilitate 

existing structures while empowering homeowners in threatened neighborhoods.  Resources 

include “energy-efficiency/weatherization, home rehabilitation, lead hazard reduction, fall/injury 

prevention, asthma reduction, other healthy home improvements, tax credits, employment 
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assistance, health care access, and financial benefits”.  Energy efficient home improvements 

aided by the city can include: “installation of attic insulation, air sealing with caulk, foam and 

weather-stripping, insulating water heater tanks, replacing incandescent light bulbs with compact 

fluorescent lights, installing low flow showerheads, [and/or] providing a furnace/boiler cleaning 

and tune-up or repairs to the heating system” (“LIGHT Program” BCDHCD, 2017). 

The above seven goals of Baltimore’s Vacant to Values program provides a comprehensive 

strategy to addressing social, environmental, and economic issues related to property neglect.  

However, as noted in Chapter Three, comprehensive rehabilitation policies can sometimes lead 

to scattershot attenuation.  While the removal or containment of any urban blight can be 

perceived as successful, comprehensive spatial plans have expand socioecological benefits.  Like 

Cleveland’s “Strategic Land Assembly”, Baltimore has a similar approach of planning land 

assemblages.  “The Green Network Plan is a bold vision for reimagining vacant and abandoned 

properties and transforming them into community assets, creating an interconnected system of 

flourishing spaces throughout the city” (“Green Network” Baltimore Office of Sustainability, 

2017). 

The Green Network Plan 

Overview and Background 

The ongoing Green Network Plan aims to create corridors and linkages using city-acquired 

vacant properties.  In general, Vacants to Values addresses blight management on neighborhood 

scales, while the Green Network Plan addresses environmental and social functions on larger 

metropolitan scales.  As outlined in the literature review, conglomerating vast land swaths can 

have more productive outcomes than that of scattered fragmented and disconnected lands.  
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“The Green Network Plan will be a collective vision for Baltimore to revitalize 

communities by creating an interconnected system of greenspaces throughout the city. 

The planning process will bring together City agencies, residents, neighborhood partners 

and Baltimore businesses to transform vacant properties into community assets such as 

recreation areas, trails, and urban gardens.” (“Planning Process” Baltimore Office of 

Sustainability, 2017) 

 The Green Network Plan intends to connect existing and proposed greenspaces interior to 

Baltimore with larger external natural resources in Baltimore County such as the Patapsco Valley 

State Park, Lake Roland, the Liberty and Loch Raven Reservoirs.  Surface streams including the 

Gwynns Falls serve as underlying armatures of the plan’s design.  Initial stages of the Green 

Network Plan have identified the following aspects for design such as: social legacy of 

disinvestment, existing green network and infrastructure, existing parks and open space (greater 

than 10,000 square feet), proximity to schools, habitat deserts, and vacant properties (“The 

Baltimore City Green Network Vision Plan” Baltimore Office of Sustainability, 2017).   

 Corridors and Nodes are used as organizational hierarchies for the 20-year plan.  

Corridors and Nodes are further classified into subcategories including: “Nature Corridors, 

Parkway Corridors, People Corridors, and Greenway Trail Network Corridors” (rails to trails 

projects).  Corridors are intended to promote linear connections for transportation of people and 

wildlife.  Node subcategories include: “Nature Nodes, Community Nodes, Green Network 

Anchor Institutions, and Existing Open Space Nodes”.  Nodes are intended to be smaller, more 

frequent patches, connected linearly by corridors.  The initial broad process of developing a 

classification system can be used to identify specific opportunities for redevelopment, garner 

public support, and prioritize investment.  Biohabitats, a local landscape architecture, 
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environmental engineering, and planning firm is the chief private consultant for the Green 

Network Plan.  Biohabitats is responsible for the collaborative design process between Baltimore 

City Department of Planning (BCDP) GIS analysis, incorporation of community feedback, as 

well as managing interests from state and federal stakeholders (“Baltimore Green Network Plan” 

Biohabitats, 2017).       

Green Corridors  

People Corridors include streets identified as suitable pedestrian thoroughfares, assuming 

addition of alternative transportation infrastructure.  Roads such as Route 40 in West Baltimore 

are remnants of mid-century urban renewal values and feature excessively large rights-of-ways 

for contemporary demands.  Non-essential lanes, shoulders, medians, etc. can be converted into 

pedestrian and biking amenities.  Part of the People Corridor proposals also includes a 35-mile 

rails to trails loop around the city.   

      

Figure 9: Route 40 (Highway to Nowhere) and vacant rowhouse demolition site.  Photographs 

by author. 

This loop would broadly connect the Inner Harbor area with Clifton Park, Druid Hill Park, and 

the Gwynns Falls/Leakin Park corridor.  Parkway Corridors have been identified as arterial roads 

located adjacent or parallel to surface water bodies.  Polluted runoff water from highly trafficked 
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roads pose immediate threats to surface and groundwater quality.  Native plantings and 

bioretention ponds in road medians and rights-of-ways can mitigate harmful effects of polluted 

runoff.  Arterial corridors in Mill Hill along Wilkens Avenue (Route 1) and North Calverton 

Roads in Shipley Hill have been identified as opportunities for water quality improvement 

measures.  Lastly, Nature Corridors are determined to be important linear connections among 

smaller fragmented patches.  Primary objectives for the Gwynns Falls Nature Corridor include 

preservation and expansion of riparian areas, thus creating wildlife habitat, restoring 

streambanks, and improving water quality. 

Green Nodes  

Community Nodes are intended to operate in conjunction specifically with Vacants to 

Values efforts.  Urban farms, parks, playgrounds, public art, community event space, etc. can act 

as a temporary or permanent land use in post-blight removal parcels.  These spaces can also 

perform valuably dynamic landscape functions such as wildlife and pollinator habitats, aesthetic 

planting areas, and/or storm water storage.  Existing Open Space and Anchor Institution Nodes 

aim to create a symbiotic relationship utilizing existing institutional areas to catalyze equitable 

socioecological landscapes.  Institutions can provide an anchor and sense of identity for 

communities.  Flourishing Baltimore neighborhoods with proximate established institutions such 

as Baltimore’s universities and hospitals are prime examples of this strategy. 
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Table 8: Baltimore, MD Vacancy Remediation Highlights 

Variable Value 

Key Terms Vacants to Values, Green Network Plan, tax 

lien sales, social and environmental inequity, 

clustered blight removal  

Vacancy Chief Causes Deindustrialization, suburbanization, and 

population loss 

City Proper Area 92 square miles 

Population 622,000 

Vacancy Rate 13% (16,000 structures and 14,000 lots) 

Approaches to Vacancy Remediation Vacants to Values and Green Network Plan 

initiatives 

Total Properties Remediated 3,000 

Initiative Scales Individual parcels, clusters, and corridors 

Public Park Space (Includes Transformed 

Properties) 

7.6 square miles (8.3% of city proper area) 

*Data reflects averages and estimations.  

Thesis Implications 

Using a weighted suitability analysis, areas of West Baltimore yielded highest priority for 

Green Network Plan redevelopment.  For this analysis, the city used weighted variables 

including parks, streams, trees, open space, and vacant properties.  Areas of high site suitability 

were massed to form focus areas, including a Southwest Focus Area comprising of Shipley Hill, 

Boyd Booth, and Carrollton Ridge neighborhoods.  These three neighborhoods are plagued with 

immense vacancy rates, blight, and decay.  Of the total 2,050 buildings, roughly 1,250 are vacant 

(61%) and has a racial makeup of approximately 75% black (Open Baltimore GIS 

[Neighborhoods and Vacancies Shapefiles], 2017).  Despite challenges, proximity to the Gwynns 

Falls corridor and Carroll Park greenspace present unique opportunities for inclusive 

socioecological redevelopment.  Tree canopy covers roughly 45% of land within this focus area, 

a higher ratio than that of pavement, accounting for 35% of total land cover.  Rehabilitation 

efforts in this focus area plan are categorized as “possible future greening projects, pilot project 
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greening, funded demolition, existing parks, corridors, and vacant buildings” (“Southwest Focus 

Area: Boyd-Booth, Shipley Hill, Carrollton Ridge” Baltimore Office of Sustainability, 2017). 

Concluding Synthesis 

Financially distressed and vacant properties in Atlanta, Cleveland, Philadelphia, and 

Baltimore have been shown to pose significantly complex strains on urban health.  While causes 

of vacancy may differ, catastrophic consequences are undeniable, and remediation strategies 

diverge.  Initiatives also remain at varying levels of refinement and resolution.  Discrepancies in 

policy goals are indicative of the evolving systemic and comprehensive approaches to urban 

challenges, a fundamental armature of this thesis.  Because research in this arena remains in 

developmental stages, research as well as policy and spatial considerations are necessary.  For 

example, Philadelphia has more aggressively targeted blight removal, while Cleveland has 

developed a more holistic framework for blight reconciliation.  Cleveland’s grassroots focus on 

individual properties contrasts that of Atlanta’s top-down metropolitan greenspace planning.  

While arguably no singular authoritarian approach to urban blight remediation prevails, 

similarities among these case studies are present.  These similarities are: 

1. Establishment of criterion for determining most advantageous properties for remediation 

efforts.  

2. Clear strategies for amalgamating properties to form patches and networks of 

transformed properties.  

3. Derelict property acquisition via a formalized land bank system.  

4. Establishment of a disposition strategy either for private market sale or public property 

retention. 
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5.  Establishment of a clear management program to ensure blight and vacancy does not 

resurface in remediated neighborhoods.  

Chapter Two’s literature review provides a conclusive defense of significant urban health 

consequences.  Universal benefits of urban greenspace are well accepted, however in some cases, 

not the primary driver of blight eradicating efforts.  Vacancy stabilization in vulnerable 

neighborhoods is paramount for social wellbeing.  Although, incorporation of ecological 

capacity remains largely an ambiguous objective of many urban ambitions.  In some cases, 

ecological benefits from green infrastructure construction often disproportionately considers 

human function over ecological function.  “Urban greening” often inadequately assumes 

ecological productivity without grounding of any actual natural function.  Spatial and policy 

recommendations proposed in the following chapter feature a primarily ecological approach to 

blight and vacancy remediation.   

With pervasive distribution of destitute properties in West Baltimore, a spatially 

concentrated approach to socioecological revitalization is imperative.  Amalgamating 

concentrated properties is important in creating a cohesive and interconnected system of urban 

green infrastructure.  BCDP has recognized this importance, as evidenced by the Green Network 

Plan and Southwest Focus Area.  Plans and policy recommendations included in the following 

chapter are intended to serve as an augmentation to the Baltimore Vacants to Value Program, 

Green Network Plan, and Southwest Baltimore Focus Area.  The Shipley Hill neighborhood will 

be used as a focus site for site scale plans.  Additionally, a conceptual context for corridor 

connections is included for the surrounding neighborhoods of Boyd-Booth, Carrollton Ridge, 

and Mill Hill.
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CHAPTER FIVE: SPATIAL RECOMMENDATIONS  

“Landscapes are our unwitting cultural autobiographies...” – Pierce Lewis, 1982 Axioms 

for Reading the Landscape 

 Master plans included in this chapter are meant to serve as potential conceptual solutions 

for eliminating blight and bolstering socioecological function in vulnerable areas and augment 

the Vacants to Values Program and Green Network Plan.  In addition to Redfields to 

Greenfields, both Baltimore initiatives focus on the metropolitan scale and are broad in nature.  

While much of Baltimore’s most vulnerable areas have been categorized into different types of 

remediation strategies, site scale proposals remain largely inadequate.  An overarching 

framework for addressing socioecological dilemmas is a necessary first step for combating issues 

on such large city-scale issues, as the case in Baltimore.  Vacants to Values and the Green 

Network Plan serve well to encompass the breadth of Baltimore’s challenges.  The site scale 

plans included in this chapter aim to be an extension of these larger-scale propositions already 

underway.   

Plans featured in this chapter progress from the Baltimore metropolitan scale, to site scale 

propositions in the Shipley Hill neighborhood.  Numerous potentially viable areas exist in West 

Baltimore for remediation however, Shipley Hill was chosen for its unique industrial 

infrastructure, proximity to the Gwynns Falls, and high vacancy rate.  Although outside the 

scope of this thesis, green corridors can be linked to connect the rest of West Baltimore’s most 

derelict areas.  Exemplary of preliminary goals of the Green Network Plan, these spatial 

recommendations aspire to reach beyond an exclusively ecological remediation scheme.  Rather, 

local history, culture, and values are included in multifunctional landscapes. 
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The below figure graphically represents a potential city-wide full build out scenario of 

the Vacants to Value program and Green Network Plan.  In this diagram, vacancy densities, 

existing public parks, surface water bodies, and industrial infrastructure are shown to be 

transformed into connected productive socioecological landscapes.  The highlighted green color 

and arrows showcases potential transformation areas and connective corridors to larger natural 

areas outside the city limits.  While a complete transformation of Baltimore’s vagrant landscapes 

is not likely to occur in any immediate time frame, a framework for identifying opportunities for 

redevelopment is an important initial planning step.   

The Shipley Hill neighborhood is highlighted in orange in the Baltimore diagrams below.  

Within Shipley Hill, seven sites are used to form a corridor connecting the Gwynns Falls to more 

internal areas of the neighborhood.  From east to west, these sites include (1) the Eigenbrot 

Brewery; (2) high vacant lot density block; (3) upper Shipley Park; (4) lower Shipley Park; (5) 

West Lombard Street; (6) vacant parking lot; (7) Gwynns Falls perimeter.  These sites are 

advantageously located proximate to each other and collectively compliment diverse 

transformative land use goals of the Vacants to Values and Green Network Plan.  By repurposing 

these diverse land uses, an equitable socioecological system can emerge on the neighborhood 

scale. 
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Figure 10: Baltimore Existing Conditions and Hypothetical Green Infrastructure Buildout 
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Figure 11: Shipley Hill Site Plans Corridor Location 
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Figure 12: Shipley Hill Site Plans Corridor Identification 
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Understanding demographics of Shipley Hill is important when developing site scale 

master plans.  Knowing neighborhood characteristics is imperative for justifying design 

decisions.  Different demographics often prefer distinctive requirements from designed urban 

spaces and reflect local values.  The following table summarizes demographics in Shipley Hill.  

Overall, the neighborhood is a black, middle-aged, unmarried, and tenant population.  Vacancy 

rates in this neighborhood are among the highest in West Baltimore at an alarming 34%.  

Baltimore GIS data lists 80% of vacancies as “other” meaning neither for sale or rent.  These 

vacancies are likely neglected and uninhabitable.   

Table 9: Shipley Hill Neighborhood Demographic Characteristics 

Shipley Hill Neighborhood Demographics 

Population 2110 Persons 

Race 

White 56 (2.65%) 

Black 2008 (95%) 

Other 46 (2.35%) 

Gender 

Male 991 (47%) 

Female 1119 (53%) 

Married 170 (8%) 

Age 

0 - 17 583 (27%) 

18 - 34 499 (24%) 

35 – 64 801 (38%) 

65 + 227 (11%) 

Housing 

Total Units 1097 

Occupied Units 724 (66%) 

Vacant Units 373 (34%) 

Vacant Units for Sale or Rent 71 (19%) 

“Other” Vacant Units 302 (81%) 

Owner Occupied Units 254 (35%) 

Renter Occupied Units 470 (65%) 

Average Household Size 2.91 Persons 
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Neighborhood Context Corridor Connections Plan 

 The above figure represents corridor connections in the immediate Shipley Hill context 

including the Boyd-Booth, Carrollton Ridge, and Mill Hill neighborhoods.  The Gwynns Falls 

serves as a connecting element adjacent to the neighborhoods.  Old growth trees and a dense 

canopy cover surround the Gwynns Falls corridor, providing a riparian buffer for the stream.  

However, this buffer lacks significant extension into West Baltimore neighborhoods.  Along the 

periphery of the Gwynns Falls, the Gwynns Falls pedestrian trail exists and southernly connects 

Shipley Hill to Carroll Park and ultimately the Middle Branch.  Although this infrastructure 

serves as a feasible linear connection for social and ecological activity, steep topography and 

deteriorating trail quality diminishes this opportunity.  The underserved neighborhoods included 

in the above plan pose a compelling circumstance for the expansion of the Gwynns Falls 

ecological corridor into more urban settings.  Vacant structures and properties can allow for this 

inclusion of greenspace serving as a catalyst for more equitable planning. 

 The red and orange gradient represents vacant structure density.  These structures are 

primarily residential rowhouses, with some abandoned industrial properties.  This area was once 

a center for industrial activity, served by the Gwynns Falls and (now demolished) rail road with 

depot located in the northwest corner of Mill Hill.  The green gradient represents vacant property 

density in the area.  These areas generally directly correspond to areas of high vacant structure 

density.  Green armatures are suggested to linearly connect the Gwynns Falls corridor to areas of 

high structure and property vacancy density.  Although occupied areas in this area can be viable 

for connections, acquiring vacant and underused properties for such corridors is a foremost 

objective of Vacants to Values and the Green Network Plan.         
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Figure 13: Shipley Hill, Boyd-Booth, Carrollton Ridge, and Mill Hill Neighborhood Context 
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Abandoned Eigenbrot Brewery Site Plan 

 The above site was once home to the Eigenbrot Brewery and serves as the western 

terminus for the site scale plans along Lombard Street and connection to the Gwynns Falls.  

Much of the existing buildings for the brewing process remain but suffer from almost a century 

of neglect and abandonment.  Baltimore was once a major brewing center in the 19th century, 

fueled by German immigrants.  Founded in 1873, the Eigenbrot Brewery was a staple of this 

German cultural influence.  Prohibition in the 1920s crippled this boozy industry however, the 

remaining ornate German brewery architecture endures as a memory of early development.  A 

1932 survey by the Bureau of Plans and Surveys (Block Plat #2173) reveals the brewery’s 

historic function specific to individual structures (Maryland Historic Trust, 1983). 

 

Figure 14: Historic Brewery Function Diagram.  Adapted from the 1932 Block Plat #2173 

Survey (Public Domain, Courtesy of Baltimore Museum of Maryland Historic Trust) 
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 The northernmost exiting structures are located at the highest point of elevation on the 

block, where horse stables and wagon storage were located.  One can infer that brewing supplies 

were transported via horse-drawn wagons from the Mill Hill Baltimore and Ohio Railroad depot 

to the south.  From the stables, the downhill topography likely allowed easier transportation of 

materials to other brewery functions such as the ice machines, packaging, broiler, fermentation 

tanks, grain dry room, and bottle washing facility. 

 The concept for this site design is redolent of the original brewing process.  Physical 

design decisions and material selection is indicative of historic function and incorporates 

salvageable components of the original structures.  Because of neglect, not every original 

structure is retained in this scheme.  Decisions to retention or demolish buildings were derived 

from an examination of roof condition from satellite imagery.  Buildings become increasingly 

difficult to save when the roof is compromised, allowing the elements to take over and 

jeopardize structural integrity.  However, a decapitated roof does not necessarily warrant 

complete razing.  For this site, two walls of decrepit structures are retained, one for a community 

art mural and the other for a vertical water feature.    

A linear journey through this site begins in the original horse stables and concludes just 

south of the prior five-story storage building and grain drying building at the southern portion of 

the site.  At the prior stable and wagons location, the buildings have been proposed for 

demolition.  In their original locations, a wooden trellis is suggested with a grove of trees and 

underlying native grass meadow.  Both the wood and grass are contemporary elements that 

harken the original aesthetic of a traditional horse stable grain character.  A primary entry plaza 

is proposed to foster community interaction and events.  Facing the entry plaza, marble “stoop” 

terraces are proposed as secondary seating areas.  Marble stoops are an important component to 
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Baltimore rowhouse architecture and iconic to many historic neighborhoods including Shipley 

Hill.  Because Shipley Hill features a large retirement-age population, safe and accessible public 

spaces is paramount.  Proceeding southward, the spaces become more enclosed, symbolic of 

spatial characteristics of the retained broiler house and chimney.  Denser and more vibrantly 

colored vegetation, the broiler house, and a retained wall of the original packaging building serve 

to enclose this space, emoting a feeling of tightness that is characteristic of closely quartered hot 

furnaces.  Two round wooden art installations are recommended in the space between the 

authentic brewery and bottle wash building.  These art installations are meant to mimic large 

wooden fermentation tanks used in the 19th century.  The water feature adjacent to the 

fermentation installations aims to observe the bottle washing function of the brewery.  This water 

feature is proposed to be constructed on an existing wall of the initial building and is accessible 

from both sides.  Along with the water, lighter colored vegetation such as white birches suggest a 

transition from the fiery furnace area into a cooler, more open space.  Steel trellises span 

deteriorated building walls and opens into the southernmost portion of the site.  The triangular 

shape of the plaza is reminiscent of the nearby grain dryer.  Hops and barley were spread 

horizontally above a triangular heat chimney with a fire placed below.  Although the original 

grain dryer building is currently in disrepair, an additional wooden trellis is proposed in its initial 

location.  Additional native meadow plantings further relate to the growing patterns of grain in 

Maryland.  Finally, a storm water management facility is proposed in the southernmost and 

lowest area of the site.  Although this site will likely not be as heavily polluted as parking lots for 

example, this area offers opportunity for the slow infiltration of water into the ground, alleviating 

burdens on existing storm infrastructure.  The long linear shape of the storm water facility 
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culminates the finally of the brewing process and is evocative of traditional German bier garden 

seating. 

Traditional greening of demolished vacant structures and vacant properties in Baltimore 

typically includes a simple lawn with a few obligatory tree plantings.  The widespread scale of 

vacancy in Baltimore certainly justifies cost effective measures to mitigate blight.  In some 

instances of this straightforward regime, basic maintenance these spaces are a serious issue.  

Without regular upkeep of reclaimed properties, vegetation overgrowth poses arguably similar 

dangers as that of vacant rowhouses.  However, as these programs evolve, and funding sources 

improves, detailed site design incorporating local histories and community function will likely 

also increase. 
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Figure 15: Abandoned Eigenbrot Brewery Site Plan 
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High Vacant Lot Block Site Plan 

 The above illustrated site plan is located east of the Eigenbrot Brewery Site Plan across 

Willard Street.  This plan proposes community-scale agricultural production – an objective of the 

Vacants to Values scheme.  Although not directly located in an explicitly defined “food desert”, 

locally grown produce is a ubiquitous neighborhood amenity.  Many city-defined food deserts 

exist in the northern areas of Shipley Hill and surrounding Boyd-Booth and Carrollton Ridge 

neighborhoods.  The pale-yellow color in the figure below indicates city-defined food deserts in 

the Shipley Hill area (Open Baltimore GIS [Food Deserts Shapefile], 2017).   

 

Figure 16: Food Deserts in the Shipley Hill Area 

In West Baltimore, many of the independently owned corner groceries have been 

replaced by liquor stores.  These corner locations breed vagrancy and hinder healthy community 

development.  Community gardens encourage engagement among citizens and they also offer 

healthy and cost-effective alternatives to impoverished areas that may not be attractive to larger 

commercial market rate grocers.  Two nondescript industrial buildings in the center of the site 

are proposed for demolition.  These structures are not of primary significance to the industrial 
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heritage of Shipley Hill and are badly deteriorated.  A storage structure serving the prior 

industrial facility is retained and recommended for repurposing as a community structure serving 

the community gardens.  A proposed trellis as an addition to the existing structure adds identity 

to the structure and allows for a central place for communal gathering at the head of the proposed 

lawn.  This structure can serve as secured tool storage for garden operations.  The northern 

parcels bordering Hollins Street were prior rowhouses that were demolished prior to 2007.  

Vacant parcels to the south bordering West Lombard Street were also once rowhouses, 

demolished between 2012 and 2014.  These parcels were acquired by the city however, the 

parcel delineation remains.  Roughly 13’ x 60’, individual rowhouse parcels are an appropriate 

size for separate garden plots.  A central lawn is provided on the proposed demolished industrial 

warehouses.  Additionally, two areas for compost and topsoil stockpiling are proposed near the 

two areas of community garden plots.  Workspaces between individual parcels are provided 

however, these lawn areas may be eventually converted into additional garden plots. 

While alighted with Vacants to Values and Green Network Plan objectives, community gardens 

are not always applicable for every transformed vacant property.  As the Baltimore initiatives 

suggests, a mixture of vacancy mitigation efforts should be justified and implemented on a 

localized basis.  Community gardens require an immense amount of voluntary attention and 

maintenance to remain a beneficial community asset.  Publicly supported community agriculture 

has seen successes in Baltimore, namely the Dewees City Farm in East Baltimore.  Without 

support from the local community, transformed spaces are doomed for overgrowth and neglect.
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Figure 17: High Vacant Lot Block Site Plan 
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    Shipley Park Area and West Lombard Streetscape Site Plan 

 The above site scale plan uses West Lombard Street as a central armature connecting the 

existing Shipley Park and vacant properties on the southwest South Franklintown Road and West 

Lombard Street corner.  The West Lombard Streetscape is a conceptual example of utilizing 

excessive rights-of-ways that were originally constructed to accommodate a previously thriving 

West Baltimore.  Currently, the West Lombard right-of-way is excessively large for its current 

functions.  Furthermore, this site scale plan showcases opportunities to link fragmented areas in a 

more cohesive and interconnected plan.  The linear street connection serves as a central armature 

for the Eigenbrot Brewery Site and the Gwynns Falls area site plan. 

Upper Shipley Park 

 Shipley Park consist of two areas, separated by Boyd Street.  The northern portion of the 

park is indicative of urban renewal efforts in the 1960s.  The site features a brutalist and 

modernistic design, characteristic of the time’s design aesthetic.  Little greenspace is included in 

this area, and much of this site is concrete and rubberized surface.  Surrounded by a chain-link 

fence, obligatory play structures, swing-set and painted hopscotch patterns on concrete serve as 

the only play amenities.  Overall, the site is uncomfortable and lacks humanistic design elements 

of contemporary values of greenspace play activities.  The westernmost play structure and large 

concrete areas have been proposed for demolition, replaced by paths and a lawn space.  In 

existing areas on concrete, two small bioretention facilities are proposed in areas of low 

elevation on this site.  Ornamental plantings and retention of some existing vegetation create a 

more naturalistic space that severely contrasts the brutally inhuman current design.  The 

pedestrian walkways connect the retained eastern play structure with an elevated street crossing 

across Boyd Street and into the primary lower Shipley Park. 
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Lower Shipley Park 

 The large existing park to the south of the above segment of Shipley Park is a simple 

large lawn space with 12 large deciduous trees.  This park is the largest centrally located park in 

Shipley Hill and is used frequently by the bordering Kedesh House of Prayer church.  The Green 

Network Plan highlights the importance of local institutions serving as a catalyst for 

redevelopment efforts.   

Although not a public institution, the Kedesh House of Prayer can act as a local 

institution providing community outreach opportunities in the proposed redevelopment area 

along West Lombard Street.  A proposed trellis structure is included in the above plan to allow 

for a more formalized space for church and community functions.  Central to this structure is a 

bioretention facility in the lowermost area of the site.  Existing trees on the western side of this 

site are retained and transformed into a more formal mulch bed.  Adequate lawn space is 

preserved to allow for formal or informal large gatherings and functions.  Along West Lombard 

Street, a proposed drive lane offers drop off parking spaces and temporary handicap parking.  A 

large sidewalk exists on the western edge of the church building.  This sidewalk is currently 

obstructed from the park by a chain-link fence.  This hindrance is proposed to be removed, 

allowing for greater access to the church and entrance into the church on the western facade.  

Although this site can accommodate church functions, it is primarily meant to remain as a public 

park.  A more descriptive master plan offers a unique character for the Shipley Hill 

neighborhood and offers much more than a traditional open lawn.        
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West Lombard Street 

 The large existing right-of-way provides a unique opportunity for urban ecological 

function along the street.  A reduced six-foot sidewalk generously accommodates current 

pedestrian demand.  Because of high vacancy rates, the current amount of angled and parallel 

parking along the street is no longer necessary.  Street parking along the northern edge of West 

Lombard Street has been replaced with a linear storm water management facility.  Runoff from 

half of the crowned road now runs off into planted captive bioretention swales.  Handicap 

parking is retained directly in front of the Kedesh House of Prayer.  Tenants of the largely 

occupied West Lombard Street currently utilize angled parking along the one-way (east to west) 

street.  This proposal includes the transformation of West Lombard Street into a two-way street 

with parallel parking along the southern edge.  The resulting extra space from the angled parking 

is proposed as an additional planted captive bioretention swale.  Three access points from the 

parking to the sidewalk are provided at parallel parking bump outs.     

Vacant Corner Parking Lot 

  This parking lot site is listed as vacant and does not have a clearly explicit function.  

Some active industries remain in the area however, each have adequate parking and staging 

areas.  The reclamation of this parking lot serves as an extension and anterior node to the linear 

West Lombard Street corridor.  The western facing building edge is suggested to feature a local 

art mural, with marble stoop terraces underneath.  The existing alley remains accessible in this 

scheme, with entry from South Franklintown Road.  Currently frequently traveled pedestrian 

paths as a shortcut through the vacant property are accommodated with walking paths.  The 

northern area of this site is also connected with a path and open areas for through pedestrian 

traffic.    
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Figure 18: Shipley Park Area and Streetscape Site Plan
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Gwynns Falls Area Site Plan 

 The above site plan is located at the westernmost terminus of the Shipley Hill focus area.  

This area is intended to connect more interior urban areas such as the Eigenbrot Brewery site and 

Shipley Park to the Gwynns Falls.  A paved area at the end of West Lombard Street is meant to 

welcome pedestrians and serve as a gateway into this site.  Significant topography limitations 

exist here, featuring roughly 22 feet of negative elevation change from the riparian edge to the 

Gwynns Falls Trail.  An additional approximate 22 feet of negative elevation change defines the 

Gwynns Falls edge condition below the trail.  Because this site falls toward the Gwynns Falls, a 

planted bioretention facility is proposed along an existing swale.  The swale is proposed to be 

open to water runoff flow directly into the Gwynns Falls.  Native grass meadow plantings 

accentuate this corridor into the Gwynns Falls.  Pedestrian access is achieved over this swale via 

elevated pathways that overlook this storm water management effort.  An elevated plaza area is 

proposed around an existing structure.  This structure likely served as an entry guardhouse 

building to now vacant industrial structures.  The existing industrial structures are currently in 

bad disrepair and are proposed for demolition, allowing for plantings and open lawn space.  

Much of the existing old growth vegetation is retained, delineated with mulch beds.  Due to 

extreme topography, direct access from much of Shipley Hill’s western boundary to the Gwynns 

Falls Trail are nonexistent.  To provide direct access as well as space to linger, stairs and terraces 

are proposed in this area of the site plan to suite topographic restrictions.  Areas to the west of 

the Gwynns Falls Trail remain undisturbed in this proposal due to topography constraints and 

riparian preservation.  This area is important for the equitable socioecological connections from 

the Gwynns Falls into the Shipley Hill neighborhood.  Beginning in this area, more connections 

into other neighborhoods can develop with the Green Network Plan.      
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Figure 19: Gwynns Falls Area Site Plan
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Alignment with Baltimore Goals 

 Design decisions in the above site plans are meant to compliment goals of the Baltimore 

Vacants to Values and Green Network Plans.  Chapter Four outlines these Baltimore initiatives 

on the metropolitan scale.  While blanket efforts are crucial for the development of a widespread 

remediation process, site scale design proposals for specific Baltimore neighborhoods have not 

been as thorough.  The below table summarizes intended connections between each of the above 

site plans and Baltimore initiatives.  These correlations classify the site plans into already 

identified categories.  While individual site characteristics vary and often do not completely 

conform to these categories, specifically, the Lower Shipley Park site plan.   

Chapter Six will highlight gaps in current Baltimore initiatives and considers additional 

potential measures for remediation of Baltimore’s most vulnerable socioecological landscapes.  

Many of the city-identified goals overlap for each of the proposed site plans.  However, the 

below figure represents most applicable goals for each area. 

Table 10: Site Plans and Baltimore Initiative Comparisons 

Site Plan Vacants to Values Green Network Plan 

Eigenbrot Brewery Goal 5: Support Large-Scale 

Redevelopment 

Green Anchor Institution Node 

High Vacant Lot Block Goal 1: Streamline the 

Disposition of City-Owned 

Properties 

Green Community Node 

Upper Shipley Park Goal 6: Demolish and Maintain 

Severely Distressed Blocks 

Green Community Node 

Lower Shipley Park See Chapter Six Green Community Node 

West Lombard Street Goal 2: Streamline Code 

Enforcement in Stronger 

Neighborhoods 

Green People Corridor 

Vacant Corner Parking Lot Goal 6: Demolish and Maintain 

Severely Distressed Blocks 

Green Nature Corridor 

Gwynns Falls Area Goal 6: Demolish and Maintain 

Severely Distressed Blocks 

Green Parkway Corridor 
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CHAPTER SIX: POLICY CONSIDERATIONS AND 

CONCLUSION 

“We want to fix us.  This [policy interventions addressing urban blight] is one way 

everyone understands we can do it.  It’s not as grand and glorious as a multi-acre 

development.” – Mary Pat Clarke, Baltimore City Councilwoman [The Baltimore Sun], 

2017 

The Vacants to Values Initiative and Green Network Plan recognize the importance of a 

cohesive approach to mitigating vacancy and urban blight.  In addition to spatial planning, 

comprehensive policy must allow for successful socioecological redevelopment.  The magnitude 

and sheer scale of Baltimore’s vacancy epidemic require more than site scale planning and local 

interventions.  Abilities for site scale plans like the Chapter Five proposals are only viable under 

an adequate policy framework.  In many cases, urban policy is the sculptor of the ultimate built 

form.  Restrictive and persuasive policies can dramatically affect how places are developed, or in 

much of West Baltimore’s case, redeveloped.  This chapter will identify specific strategies that 

could benefit Baltimore’s initiatives for equitably improving socioecological conditions in highly 

vulnerable neighborhoods.   

Land Bank Establishment  

Other similar cities have observed success in the acquisition and disposition of vagrant 

properties though a formalized land bank.  Chapter Three’s case study examination highlighted 

successful policies in other cities facing similar challenges that aide in equitable transformation 

of derelict urban places.  In many ways, Baltimore is an old city facing contemporary challenges 

and is by no means alone in this struggle for a new identity.  While tremendous public and 
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private resources have been allocated to alleviating stresses associated with a shrinking city, 

much work lies ahead for bolstering West Baltimore’s urban integrity.  Significant barriers exist 

to Baltimore’s redevelopment initiatives, primarily land acquisition. 

Although a host of urban functions are necessary to consider when developing urban 

management programs, land tenure is arguably a chief concern.  In West Baltimore, because 

derelict properties are often tied up in LLCs and neglectful ownership, amalgamating land for 

interconnected productive use remains a primary challenge.  As evidenced by land acquisition 

initiatives in cities such as Cleveland, Philadelphia, and Atlanta, public or private land bank 

procurement is a common tactic in transforming derelict land to alternative productive uses.  

While no formal land banking system in the Baltimore area exists, the Vacants to Values 

campaign highlights similar goals of other land banks.  Responsibility for recovering derelict 

land is delegated to a variety of institutions, and increased coordination is needed.  For example, 

Project C.O.R.E., Vacants to Values, and receivership litigations are handle by separate 

government entities.  Increased legal authority given to land banks aides in ensuring a 

streamlined acquisition and disposition process of vulnerable properties.   

Increased Collaboration and Research  

Furthermore, a lack of coordination exists between scientific ecological research and 

property redevelopment.  The Redfields to Greenfields initiative is gaining traction in shrinking 

cities however, falls short of quantifiable ecological decision making.  While converting any 

green space is arguably beneficial, opportunities exist for more grounded ecological 

interventions, such as decision-making stemming from research from the BES.  Much additional 

research, policy reformation, and green corridor construction is necessary to fully address 

vacancy, blight, and environmental perturbations in West Baltimore.  While important 
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groundwork has been established in Baltimore, increased coordination and ultimate 

implementation is desperately needed.  Further understanding of delicate intricacies between 

social and environmental function is crucial for developing pragmatic green infrastructure 

strategies.              

Increased Site-Scale Consideration 

 Large city-scale Baltimore initiatives such as Vacant to Value and the Green Network 

Plan are an important first step in the green transformation of vulnerable landscapes.  Efforts 

have been made to identify implications and causes of urban blight and ecological perturbations.  

However, individual sites in Baltimore vary tremendously and require specific examination of 

potential interventions.  While many of these areas, including Shipley Park, are green, they 

provide little environmental benefit.  Expansive lawns and minimal tree plantings do not 

adequately provide a setting for ecological function.  These site plans proposed increased 

ecological function including bioretention facilities and native meadow plantings. 

Cultural Shift 

 Just as collective economic and political attitudes change over time, so too do cultural 

values.  As Baltimore undergoes a period of decline and transformation from a once globally 

powerful industrial city, a cultural shift will be necessary for equitable socioecological change to 

occur.  Shifts in cultural and political values can be observed over time however, can take many 

decades.  A primary intention of this thesis is to spark conversations about ways in which diverse 

urban stakeholders manage the relationships between land and communities.  Social and 

ecological progress are values garnering increasing attention; increased resource allocation to 

these efforts will be imperative for the successful transformation of Baltimore.     
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Closing        

Seemingly innumerable challenges exist when inventorying potential interconnected parts 

of large urban systems.  Many relationships between these individual components remain largely 

unknown.  However, concepts in urban ecology and system dynamics exemplify powerful shift 

in contemporary ideologies.  A growing body of literary work exists surrounding socioecological 

relationships however, practical application of this research is yet to be realized.  An overall 

objective of this thesis is to explore ostensibly disconnected tangents of what collectively creates 

an urban fabric.  As Baltimore undergoes a transformative period of redefining a post-industrial 

city, this thesis aims to contribute to the collective framework for remediating socioecologically 

threatened urban landscapes. 
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